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mensajero! (ARNm),! que! actúa! como! molde,! se! utiliza! para! dar! lugar! a! proteínas!
mediante! la! formación! de! enlaces! peptídicos! entre! aminoácidos.! Este! proceso! es!
catalizado! por! los! ribosomas,! complejos! ribonucleoproteicos! presentes! en! todos! los!
organismos.! Los! ribosomas! están! compuestos! por! dos! subunidades,! una! subunidad!
grande!(60S!en!eucariotas)!y!una!subunidad!pequeña!(40S!en!eucariotas).!




grado!de! conservación,!en!esta! tesis! se!ha! trabajado!con! la! levadura!Saccharomyces#
cerevisiae,! el! organismo!modelo!más! utilizado! para! el! estudio! de! este! proceso! a! lo!
largo! de! los! años.! En! este! organismo,! la! biogénesis! de! ribosomas! consiste! en! el!
ensamblaje! de! forma! ordenada! de! las! 33! proteínas! ribosómicas! de! la! subunidad!
pequeña!con!el!ARN!ribosómico!(ARNr)!18S!para!dar!lugar!a!la!subunidad!40S!madura!
y!de!las!46!proteínas!ribosómicas!de!la!subunidad!grande!con!los!ARNr!25S,!5.8S!y!5S,!
formando! la! subunidad! 60S! madura,! que! al! unirse! en! el! citoplasma! constituyen! el!
ribosoma! completo! 80S,! competente! para! la! traducción.! Además! de! los! ARNr! y! las!
proteínas! ribosómicas,! en! este! proceso! intervienen! más! de! 200! factores! que! no!
formarán!parte!del! ribosoma!maduro.!Aunque! se!ha!estudiado!el! papel! que!ejercen!
estos! factores!y! las!proteínas! ribosómicas!en! la!biogénesis!de! ribosomas,!aún!queda!




ambas! se! traducen! como!un!precursor! fusionadas! a! ubiquitina.! La! ubiquitina! es! una!
proteína! altamente! conservada! implicada! varios! procesos! celulares,! con! un! papel!
importante! en! degradación! proteica.! En! prácticamente! todos! los! organismos!












Por! otro! lado,! se! ha! analizado! el! papel! del! pico! ribosómico! en! la! biogénesis! y!
función! de! los! ribosomas.! El! pico! es! una! estructura! exclusiva! de! eucariotas! que! se!
encuentra!en!la!cabeza!de!la!subunidad!pequeña!del!ribosoma!y!está!formada!por!las!
proteínas!eS12,!eS31!y!eS10.!A!través!de!la!caracterización!funcional!de!eS12!y!eS31!se!





para!que! la!elongación! traduccional! se! lleve!a! cabo!de! forma!eficiente.! Teniendo!en!







Ribosomes! are! the! molecular! organelles! that! universally! catalyse! the! protein!
synthesis,! process! also! known!as! translation.!During! translation,! the!messenger!RNA!




which! both! are! composed! of! ribosomal! RNAs! (rRNAs)! and! proteins! (rAproteins)!
associated!through!a!network!of!intermolecular!bridges.!Both!rAsubunits!fulfil!different!
tasks!in!protein!synthesis:!the!LSU!catalyses!the!peptide!bond!formation!and!the!SSU!is!
responsible! for! the! decoding! process! (Schmeing! and! Ramakrishnan,! 2009).! In!
prokaryotes,!the!LSU!and!SSU!are!also!called!50S!and!30S,!respectively;!the!interaction!









of! ribosomes! (BenAShem! et! al.,! 2011;! Klinge! et! al.,! 2012).! From! the! structures,! we!
learnt! that! the! rAproteins! are! mostly! distributed! on! the! solventAsurface! of! the!
ribosome,!whereas!the!rRNAs!are!mainly!present!in!the!intersubunit!interface,!where!
the!functional!activities!of!the!ribosome!reside!(Wilson!and!Doudna!Cate,!2012).!Four!
structural!domains! that!are! sequentially!assembled!are!distinguished! in! the!SSU:! the!
body,!the!platform,!the!head!and!the!beak!(Figure(1A).!The!beak!region!is!under!study!
in!this!Thesis!work!(see(chapter(2). In!the!LSU!there!is!a!central!protuberance,!where!
the!peptidyltransferase! centre! (PTC)! is!present!and! the! L1!and!acidic! rAstalks! (Figure(





being! eukaryotic! ribosomes! larger! and!more! complex! than! those! from! prokaryotes.!
Prokaryotic!and!eukaryotic!ribosomes!share!a!common!core,!which!is!in!charge!of!the!
fundamental! reactions!during! the! translation!process! (Figure( 2).!However,! there! are!











ribosomes! grow! in! size! upon! transition! from! bacteria! to! eukaryotes.! Translation!





(except! proteins! of! the! acidic! stalk)! and! have! intrinsically! disordered! domains.! Their!
basic!nature! is! important! to!neutralize! the!negative!charges!of! the!rRNAs,!given!that!
practically! all! rAproteins! directly! interact! with! rRNA! in!mature! ribosomes.!Mostly,! rA
proteins! are! distributed! on! the! solventAsurface! of! the! ribosome! (BenAShem! et! al.,!
2011).!However,!most!eukaryotic!rAproteins!also!contain!long!specific!extensions!that!
can! penetrate! deeply! into! the! ribosome! (Figure( 3).! Some! of! these! extensions! are!
important!to!stabilize!rRNA!junctions!or!to!mediate!contacts!between!ribosomes!and!
FIGURE( 2.( Composition( of( bacterial( and( eukaryotic( ribosomes( and( the( common( core.! The!
conserved! ribosomal! core! between! bacteria! and! eukaryotes! is! composed! of! RNA! (light! blue)! and!
proteins! (light! red).! DomainAspecific! proteins,! extensions! and! protein! insertions! (dark! red),! and!




their! ligands! (Melnikov! et! al.,! 2018).! Furthermore,! these! extensions! can! serve! as!
nuclear!localization!signals!to!deliver!the!rAproteins!to!the!nucle(ol)us,!where!ribosome!
biogenesis! takes!place,!or!as!chaperones!binding!site! to!help! their! transport! through!
the! nuclear! pore! complex! (NPC),! offering! simultaneous! protection! predominantly!
against!protein!aggregation!(e.g.!(FernándezAPevida!et!al.,!2016)!(Pillet!et!al.,!2015)).!In!
mammal!cells,!additional!roles!have!been!described!for!these!extensions.!For!example,!
extension! of! uL13! (formerly! L16)! controls! translation! of! inflammatory! mRNAs!
(Mazumder! et! al.,! 2003)! and! extensions! of! uL5! and! uL18! (formerly! L11! and! L5!
respectively)! control! programmed! cell! death! through! inhibition! of! the! oncoprotein!
Mdm2,!which!prevents!ubiquitination!of!p53!(Deisenroth!and!Zhang,!2010).!
As! mentioned! before,! there! are! 79! rAproteins! in! S.# cerevisiae;! 59! of! these! rA
proteins!are!encoded!by!two!paralogous!genes!(Kellis!et!al.,!2004).!Usually,!the!amino!
FIGURE(3.(Ribosomal(proteins(of(the( large(ribosomal( subunit.!The!large!rAsubunit!of!Tetrahymena#
thermophila# contains! 42! rAproteins.! Six! of! them! are! eukaryoticAspecific! and! 16! are! present! in! all!
domains!of!life.!EukaryoticAspecific!extensions!and!proteins!are!depicted!in!red.!Protein!cores!found!
in! all! kingdoms! are! depicted! in! light! blue! and! proteins! with! archaeal! homologs! are! in! gold.! The!






of! deleting! one! of! the! two! genes! are! different;! thus,! it! has! been! suggested! the!




modifications! of! rAproteins,! alternative! forms! of! rRNAs! and! postAtranscriptional!
modifications! of! rRNAs,! as!well! as! binding! to! other! nonAribosomal! proteins! (Genuth!
and! Barna,! 2018).! Given! this! heterogeneity,! the! idea! of! specialized! ribosomes! has!





2000! ribosomes! per! minute! in! exponential! growth! conditions! (Warner,! 1999).! This!
process! consumes!a! lot!of! cellular! resources!as! it! requires! the! synthesis!of! rRNAs,! rA
proteins! and! the! function!of! 76! small! nucleolar!RNAs! (snoRNAs)! and!more! than!200!
nonAribosomal! transAacting! proteins,! also! known! as! ribosome! assembly! factors!
(Woolford! and! Baserga,! 2013).! These! factors! provide! speed,! accuracy,! timing! and!
directionality!to!the!ribosome!synthesis!process!and!participate!in!its!regulation.(!
Ribosome!biogenesis!starts!in!the!nucleolus,!where!preArRNAs!are!produced!and!
nascent!preAribosomal!particles! are! formed! (Figure( 4).! These!preAribosomal!particles!
travel!through!the!nucleoplasm!to!the!cytoplasm,!where!the!last!maturation!steps!take!
place! (Woolford! and! Baserga,! 2013).! This! route! is! enormously! dynamic,! since!many!
factors! and! proteins! must! associate! and! further! dissociate! upon! performing! their!
respective! functions.!Moreover,! a! large! number! of! structural! rearrangements! occur.!





Ribosome! production! depends! on! nutrient! availability,! adaptation! to! stress!
and!the!capability!to!progress!through!the!cell!cycle.!The!TORC1!and!protein!kinase!
A! (PKA)! signalling! pathways! mediate! this! regulation! (Figure( 5).! These! pathways!
control! the! level! of! both! preArRNAs! and! rAproteins! transcriptionally! and! postA
transcriptionally!(de!la!Cruz!et!al.,!2018).!!
The! first! step! in! ribosome!biogenesis! is! the! transcription!of! the! ribosomal!DNA!
(rDNA).! In! S.# cerevisiae,! there! are! around! 150! tandem! repeats! of! the! rDNA!
transcription! unit! located! in! chromosome! XII! (Figure( 6).! Each! transcriptional! unit!
FIGURE( 4.( Eukaryotic( ribosome( assembly( route.! Eukaryotic! ribosome! assembly! begins! with! the!
transcription!of!the!rDNA!in!the!nucleolus!by!the!RNA!polymerase! I,!which!transcribes!the!35S!preA
rRNA! and! the! RNA! polymerase! III,! which! transcribes! the! 5S! rRNA.! On! the! other! hand,! the! RNA!
polymerase!II!synthesizes!the!snoRNAs!and!the!mRNAs!that!translate!into!the!rAproteins.!Ribosome!
assembly! factors! and! rAproteins! associate! with! the! nascent! preArRNAs! to! form! preAribosomal!
particles.! 40S! and! 60S! rAsubunits! undergo! apparently! independent!maturation! pathways! in! which!
many! different! assembly! factors! transiently! associate.! PreAribosomal! subunits! travel! across! the!




contains! the! preArDNA! unit! 35S! (that!will! be! processed! to! produce! the!mature! 18S,!
5.8S!and!25S! rRNAs)! and!5S! rDNA!unit! (Nomura!et! al.,! 2004).!Despite! the!high! copy!
number! of! these! repeats,! only! about! half! of! the! 150! rDNA! copies! are! actively!
transcribed! simultaneously! under! exponential! growth! conditions,! while! the! other!
copies! are!maintained! inactivated.! Growth! conditions! can!modulate! this! proportion!
since! rDNA! is! highly! transcribed! when! nutrients! are! abundant! but! certain!
environmental!stresses! like!a!depletion!of!nutrients! leads!to! lower!transcription!level!




form.! This! precursor! will! be! processed! exonucleolytically! at! its! 3’! end! by! the!
exonuclease!Rex1!and,!this!mature!5S!rRNA!will!be!part!of!the!large!subunit!(Ciganda!
FIGURE( 5.( Regulation( of( ribosome( biogenesis( in( S.+ cerevisiae.! The! TORC1! and! PKA! pathways!
regulate!ribosome!biogenesis!at!different!levels.!They!control!the!transcription!of!ribosomal!proteins!
(RP)! and! ribosomal! biogenesis! (RiBi)! regulons! and! rDNA.! PostAtranscriptionally,! they! regulate! preA
rRNA!processing,!ribosome!assembly,!translation!and!the!degradation!of!rAsubunits.!Furthermore,!a!









Processing! of! preArRNA! can! occur! postAtranscriptionally! or! coAtranscriptionally!
(FernándezAPevida!et!al.,!2015).! In! the!postAtranscriptional!way,!a! complete!35S!preA
rRNA!is!synthesized!as!it!is!present!in!the!early!90S!preAribosomal!particle.!However,!in!
exponentially! growing! cells,! about! 70%! of! preArRNAs! undergo! coAtranscriptional!
cleavage,!before!transcription!of!35S!preArRNA!is!completed!(Koš!and!Tollervey,!2010).!
PreArRNA! processing! starts! in! the! nucleolus,! in! the! context! of! preAribosomal!
particles!and!it!is!a!multiAstep!process.!Initially,!the!35S!preArRNA!unit!is!cleaved!at!A0!
(to! generate! 33S! preArRNA)! and! A1! (to! generate! 32S! preArRNA)! sites! practically!
simultaneously!(Hughes!and!Ares,!1991).!Then,!cleavage!at!site!A2!in!ITS1!produces!20S!
and!27SA2!preArRNAs!under!exponential!growth!conditions!(Koš!and!Tollervey,!2010).!
Separately,! these! precursors! will! continue! 40S! and! 60S! rAsubunits! maturation!
FIGURE(6.!Organization(of(the(rDNA(locus( in(S.+cerevisiae.!About!150!tandem!repeats!of!rDNA!are!
located!in!the!chromosome!XII.!Each!unit!is!transcribed!by!the!RNA!polymerase!I!(RNA!pol!I)!as!a!35S!
precursor!of! rRNAs.!5S! rRNA! is! independently! transcribed!by! the!RNA!polymerase! III! (RNA!pol! III).!
35S! preArRNA! is! processed! to! generated! the!mature! 18S,! 5.8S! and! 25S! rRNAs.! These! regions! are!
flanked! by! two! external! transcribed! spacers! (5’! ETS! and! 3’! ETS)! and! by! two! internal! transcribed!





occurs! postAtranscriptionally! and! cleavage! at! site! A3! in! ITS1! by! RNase!MRP! tends! to!
occur! prematurely,! producing! the! 23S! preArRNA.! Productive! maturation! of! preA
ribosomal!particles!containing!this!alternative!precursor!is!controversial!(KosABraun!et!
al.,!2016).!




FIGURE( 7.( Pre]rRNA( processing( pathway( in( S.cerevisiae.! Main! steps! in! preArRNA! processing! and!
main!preArRNA! intermediates!are! shown.!The!enzymes!and! the! corresponding!processing!sites!are!




in! the! nucleolus.! About! 85%!of! 27SA2! preArRNA! is! first! cleaved! at! the!A3! site! by! the!
endonuclease!RNase!MRP!and!then,!the!27SBS!preArRNA!is!produced!by!exonucleolytic!
cleavage!at!the!B1S!site!(Chu!et!al.,!1994).!By!contrast,!about!15%!of!27SA2!preArRNA!is!





in! several! steps! by! the! exosome! and! other! nucleases;! the! processing! of! the! last!
precursors! ends! in! the! cytoplasm!where!mature! 5.8SS! and! 5.8SL! rRNAs! is! produced!
(Thomson!and!Tollervey,!2010).!
Inside! preAribosomal! particles,! where! the! preArRNA! processing! reactions! take!
place,!there!are!many!other!elements!in!addition!to!preArRNAs.!These!particles!contain!











SSU! processome)! that! seems! to! contain! the! entire! 35S! preArRNA.! Recent! cryoAEM!







During! the! transcription!of! the!35S!preArRNA,! the!modules!UtpA!and!UtpB,!are!
first!recruited!to!the!nascent!5’AETS!to!form!the!90S!preAribosomal!particle.!First,!the!
UtpA! complex! interacts! with! the! 5’AETS! and! recruits! the! U3! snoRNP! (U3! snoRNA,!
Nop1/fibrillarin,!Nop56,!Nop58!and!Snu13)!and!the!UtpB!complexes!(PérezAFernández!
et! al.,! 2007).! Both! complexes,! UtpA! and! UtpB,! act! as! molecular! chaperones! and!
provide! an! encapsulated! environment! for! 18S! rRNA! subdomains! preventing! their!
premature! folding! (Hunziker! et! al.,! 2016).!U3! snoRNA!has! an! important! role! since! it!
baseApairs!with!5’AETS!and!the!preA18S!rRNA!resulting!in!a!reduction!of!conformational!
freedom! of! preArRNA,! which! is! crucial! for! the! exact! timing! of! the! endonucleolytic!
processing! that! occurs! at! sites! A1! and! A2.! (Barandun! et! al.,! 2018).!  Subsequent!
associations!of!modules!occur!after! these! initial! sequential! steps.!The!UtpC!complex,!
which!is!situated!at!the!top!part!of!the!90S!preAribosome,!allows!the!recruitment!of!a!
first!set!of!40S!rAproteins!and!other!factors!located!in!the!outer!regions!of!the!90S!preA
ribosomal! particle! such! as! the! enzymes! GTPase! Bms1,! the!methyltransferase! Emg1,!









In! the! final! form! of! the! 90S! preAribosome,! distinct! conformational! changes!
induce! 35S! preArRNA! processing! at! sites! A1! and! A2.! The! nuclease! Utp24! has! been!












The! recruitment! of! several! assembly! factors! is! also! required! to! facilitate! the!
translocation!of!preA40S!rAparticles!to!the!cytoplasm.!Some!of!these!factors!probably!
associate! after! the! A2! cleavage! (like! Ltv1,! Tsr1! and! Rio2)! but! other! factors! are! also!
found! in! very! early! preAribosomal! particles! (like! Enp1! and! Pno1)! (Barandun! et! al.,!
2017).!Moreover,! it! has! been! found! that! some! of! these! factors! recruit! the! exportin!
Crm1!in!the!presence!of!RanGTP!to!facilitate!the!nuclear!export!to!preA40S!rAparticles!
(Moriggi!et!al.,!2015).!
An! important!step!during! the! transition! from!the!nucleolus! to! the!cytoplasm! is!
the! formation! of! the! beak! region.! The! apical! region! of! the! beak,! which! includes! a!
remodelled!helix!H33!of!18S!rRNA!and!the!rAproteins!eS12!and!eS31! located!at! their!
mature!positions,!have!been!identified!in!early!90S!rAparticles!(Sun!et!al.,!2017).!Prior!
to! nuclear! export,! the! binding! of! rAprotein! uS3! to! the! beak! is! reorganized! by!
phosphorylation!of!a! subcomplex!composed!of!uS3,!Enp1!and!Ltv1,!mediated!by! the!
kinase!Hrr25! and! increasing! the! flexibility! of! the! head! region! (Johnson! et! al.,! 2017).!




which! is!necessary! to!stabilize! the! interface!between!the!body!and!the!head!and! for!
the!cytoplasmic!assembly!of!eS10!(Collins!et!al.,!2018).!Moreover,!after!or!during!the!
beak! formation,!ATP!hydrolysis!by!Rio2! triggers! the! rotation!of! the!head! likely! to! its!
mature!position!(FerreiraACerca!et!al.,!2012).!
In! the! cytoplasm,! qualityAcontrol! mechanisms! are! necessary! to! ensure! the!
production! of! translationAcompetent! 40S! rAsubunits! (Figure( 9)! (Peña! et! al.,! 2017).!
Dissociation!of!some!assembly!factors!is!needed!to!further!maturate!the!small!subunit!
as!these!factors!apparently!block!the!binding!sites!of!some!rAproteins!and!translation!
factors! (Scaiola! et! al.,! 2018).! For! example,! Dim1,! Rio2! and! Tsr1! prevent! premature!
interactions!of!preA40S!rAparticles!with!eIF1A!and!the!60S!rAsubunit!(Peña!et!al.,!2017).!





until!very! late!stages! in! the!maturation!pathway!and,! together!with!Nob1! inhibit! the!
binding!of!the!translation!initiation!factor!eIF3.!In!the!context!of!the!80SAlike!particle,!
in! order! to! acquire! translation! competence,! Pno1! is! released! by! the! ATPase! Rio1,!
which! enables! the! cleavage! at! the! D! site! of! the! 20S! preArRNA! by! the! endonuclease!
Nob1!since!Pno1!masks!the!Nob1!cleavage!site!at!the!3’!end!in!the!18S!rRNA!(Scaiola!et!
al.,!2018).!Then,!Pno1!is!replaced!by!the!ribosomal!protein!eS26!with!the!help!of!Tsr2!












of! preA40S! rAparticles.! Rather! than! the! characteristic! encapsulated! environment! of!
rRNA!domains!in!the!small!preAparticle,!rRNA!domains!of!60S!rAsubunit!maturate!in!a!




A2! cleavage! in! the! 90S! preAribosome.! However,! before! this! cleavage! could! generate!
preA60S! particles,! the! assembly! factor! Rrp5! seems! to! be! necessary! to! initiate! the!
assembly!of! the! large!rAsubunit!given!that!binding!of!Rrp5! in! ITS1! is!necessary! for!A2!
and!A3! cleavages,! and! it!may! coordinate! assembly! of! both! rAsubunits! (Eppens! et! al.,!
FIGURE( 9.( Model( for( intermediate( and( late( events( in( 40S( subunit( maturation( pathway( in( S.+
cerevisiae.! The! late! assembly! reactions! including! association! and! dissociation! of! late! assembly!
factors! and! the! formation! of! 80SAlike! particles! are! shown.! Final! cleavage! at! D! site! of! 18S! rRNA!
performed! by! the! endonuclease! Nob1! is! also! shown.! This! reaction! could! occur! in! late! 80SAlike!
particles! (illustrated! in! the! figure)! or! after! dissociation! of! the! late! preA40S! particle! from! the! 60S!





1999).! During! nucleolar! stages,! the! preArRNA! is! folded! into! a! more! compact!
conformation! guided! by! scaffolds! formed! by! several! assembly! factors! like! Rrp5,!
Mak21,! Noc2! and! Nop4( (Granneman! et! al.,! 2011)! (Hierlmeier! et! al.,! 2012).! Other!
assembly!factors!(Npa1,!Npa2,!Rsa8!and!Nop8)!and!RNA!helicases!(Dbp2,!Dbp3,!Dbp6,!
Dbp7,! Dbp9!Mak5! and! Prp43)! participate! in! very! early! stages! to! stabilize! and/or! to!




(GAC),! peptidyltransferase! centre! (PTC)! and! the! peptide! exit! tunnel! (PET)! start! to!




factors! that! block! the! formation!of! the!mature! structure!of! rRNA!helices! (Wu!et! al.,!
2016).!!
The!formation!of!the!PTC!and!the!PET!is!coupled!with!the!cleavage!of!ITS2!at!the!
C2! site,!which! is! catalysed!by! the!endonuclease! Las1! (Gasse!et! al.,! 2015).!Previously,!
the! remodelling! of! the! rRNA! domains! near! ITS2! is! required.! It! does! so! by! releasing!






the!nucleoplasm! (Figure( 10).! This! structure! includes! the!5S! rRNA!and! rAproteins! uL5!
and!uL18!(known!as!the!5S!RNP).!However,!it!is!not!clear!when!and!how!the!5S!RNP!is!






these! two! assembly! factors! are! released! and! the! 5S! RNP! rotates! 180º! to! reach! its!
mature! conformation,! serving! as! a! checkpoint! (Leidig! et! al.,! 2014).!Others! structural!
rearrangements! occur! in! the! central! protuberance! and! some! factors! like! the! AAAA
ATPase!Rea1!stabilize!the!rotated!state!(BarrioAGarcía!et!al.,!2015).!ATP!hydrolysis!by!
Rea1! induces! the! release! of! the!GTPase!Nog2,!which! permits! the! association! of! the!
export!factor!Nmd3!and!recruits!the!exportin!Crm1/Xpo1!(Matsuo!et!al.,!2014).!Nmd3!
aids! the! compaction! of! the! preAribosomal! particle! facilitating! its! translocation! and! it!
seems!to!prevent!premature!tRNA!incorporation!(Sengupta!et!al.,!2010).!Others!export!









The!ATPase!activity! induces! the!activation!and! release!of! the!GTPase!Nog2,! a! prerequisite! for! the!
recruitment! of! the! export! adaptor! Nmd3,! which! is! recognized! by! the! exportin! Crm1/Xpo1! in! a!















FIGURE( 11.( Cytoplasmic( maturation( of( pre]60S( ribosomal( particles.! In! last! steps! of! 60S! subunit!
maturation,! adaptors! and! assembly! factors! are! sequentially! released! to! enable! assembly! of! the!
remaining! rAproteins.! Note! that! the! order! of! some! steps! is! approximate.! Finally,! release! of!Nmd3!






On! the! other! hand,! last! steps! on! the! joining! face! are! unclear! since! there! are!
controversial!studies.!Some!studies!suggest!that!the!release!of!Nog1!is!coupled!to!the!
release!of!Drg1!(Loibl!et!al.,!2014).!However,!recent!results!indicate!that!the!release!of!
either! factor! is! uncoupled! from! the! other! and! that! the! NAterminus! of! the! export!
adaptor!Nmd3! could! activate! the! release! of!Nog1! (Zhou! et! al.,! 2019).!Once!Nog1! is!
released,!Nmd3!helps!the!incorporation!of!the!rAprotein!uL16!(formerly!L10),!which!in!
turn! is! necessary! for! the! release! of! Nmd3.! Moreover,! timing! of! the! binding! of! the!
biogenesis!factor!Yvh1!is!unclear.!This!factor!promotes!P!stalk!assembly!by!displacing!
Mrt4;!it!has!been!proposed!that!Yvh1!is!required!in!the!nucleoplasm!for!recruitment!of!
the! export! factors! Mex67AMtr2,! previously! to! the! nuclear! preA60S! rAparticle! export!
(Sarkar!et!al.,!2016).!However,! recent! findings!suggest! that!binding!of!Yvh1! into!preA
60S! rAparticles! is!blocked!until!Nog1! is! released! in! the!cytoplasm! (Zhou!et!al.,!2019).!
Finally,! some! factors! are! recruited! at! the! P! stalk! to! testAdrive! before! starting! the!
translation!process.! Incorporation!of! the! rAprotein! uL16! activates! the!GTPase! Efl1! to!
release!Tif6!(eIF6),!which!is!a!preArequisite!for!subunit!joining!(Ma!et!al.,!2017).!If!these!




Ribosomal! proteins! are! synthetized! in! the! cytoplasm! but! most! of! them! are!
incorporated! into! nucle(ol)ar! preAribosomal! particles,! so! they! have! to! travel! to! the!
nucleus!to!reach!their!assembly!sites.!However,!as!mentioned!before,!rAproteins!have!
particular!features:!most!of!them!are!basic,!contain!intrinsically!disorder!domains!and!
long! extensions! rich! in! lysine! and! arginine! (Jäkel! et! al.,! 2002).! Due! to! these!
characteristics,!rAproteins!have!a!high!tendency!to!aggregate.!For!this!reason,!different!
cellular! mechanisms! have! evolved! to! protect! newly! synthesized! rAproteins! from!
aggregation!and!to!ensure!their!safe!delivery!(Peña!et!al.,!2017)!(Pillet!et!al.,!2017).!
In! eukaryotes,! molecular! chaperones! are! involved! in! the! folding! of! nascent!
proteins! (de# novo! folding).! A! group! of! these! molecular! chaperones! interact! with!
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ribosomes,! binding! close! to! the! PET! and! includes! two! distinct! ribosomeAassociated!









role! in! stabilizing! the! aggregationAprone! species! of! rAproteins! in! the! cytoplasm! since!
the!simultaneous!deletion!of!NAC!and!SSB/RAC!results!in!the!aggregation!of!more!than!
50!rAproteins!(Koplin!et!al.,!2010).!
FIGURE( 12.( Models( for( ribosomal( proteins( folding.( (A)! Scheme! of! the! dual! system! nascent!
polypeptideAassociated! complex! (NAC)! and! the! ATPAdependent! Hsp70! SSB/ribosomeAassociated!
complex!(SSB/RAC).!Both!machineries!associate!with!ribosomes!and!contact!with!emerging!nascent!
polypeptides!(black!line).!These!ribosomeAassociated!chaperones!are!implicated!in!de#novo!folding!of!
rAproteins.! Adapted! from! (Koplin! et! al.,! 2010)! (B)! Model! for! the! coAtranslational! capturing! of!
ribosomal!proteins!by! their!specific!dedicated!chaperone.!Some!dedicated!chaperones! interact!coA
translationally! to! their! specific! rAprotein! partner! proteins! to! prevent! their! aggregation.!Moreover,!




Apart! from! these! general! chaperone! machineries,! importins! also! stabilize! rA
proteins.!Importins!are!a!group!of!proteins!that!mediate!the!nuclear!import!of!proteins!
by! recognition!of! their!nuclear! localization!signals! (NLS).! In!yeast,!principal! importins!
that! transport! rAproteins! are! karyopherins! Kap104,! Kap123! and! Pse1! (Rout! et! al.,!
1997).! For! rAproteins,! due! to! their! high! tendency! to! aggregate,! importins! are! also!




proteins,! and! indeed,! specific! rAproteins! require! exclusive! systems.! Recently,! a! new!
group! of! proteins! called! dedicated! chaperones! has! been! uncovered.! These! proteins!





protein! partners! coAtranslationally! until! the! rAprotein! assembles! into! preAribosomal!
particles!(Figure(12B)!(Pausch!et!al.,!2015).!However,!a!class!of!dedicated!chaperones!
termed! “escortins”! only! bind! to! their! rAprotein! partners! after! their! import! into! the!
nucleus!and!guide!them!through!the!nucleus!to!their!assembly!site!(Pillet!et!al.,!2017).!
For!example,! the!escortin!Tsr2!associates!with!eS26!after! its!nuclear! import,! thereby!
dissociating!the!eS26Aimportin!complex!in!a!RanGTPAindependent!manner,!and!assists!
in!its!assembly!into!90S!preAribosomal!particles!(Schütz!et!al.,!2014).!
Interestingly,! unassembled! rAproteins! are! rapidly! degraded! to! maintain! their!
cellular! homeostasis.! Recently,! a! degradation! pathway! termed! ERISQ,! for! Excess#
RIboSomal#protein#Quality#control,!has!been!described! in!which! the!HECTAdomain!E3!
ubiquitin! ligase! Tom1! participates! (Sung! et! al.,! 2016a).! It! seems! that! Tom1!
ubiquitinates!residues!of!unassembled!rAproteins!that!are!normally!inaccessible!as!they!
are! concealed! in! the! mature! ribosome.! This! type! of! ubiquitination! targets! these! rA
proteins! for! proteasomeAdependent! degradation.! Other! mechanisms! are! related! to!
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ribosome!metabolism;! thus,! in! stress! conditions,! 40S! rAsubunits! are! located! in! stress!
granules! (known! as! PAbodies)! and! they! are! degraded! by! autophagy! (Grousl! et! al.,!
2009).!Moreover,!upon!nutrient!starvation,!mature!ribosomes!are!selectively!degraded!






globular! protein! of! 76! amino! acids! present! in! all! eukaryotes.! Actually,! ubiquitin!was!
originally! named! “ubiquitous! immunopoietic! polypeptide”! and! is! one! of! the! most!
highly! conserved! eukaryotic! proteins! known! (Goldstein! et! al.,! 1975).! The! most!
common! function! of! ubiquitin! is! tagging! proteins! for! proteasomeAmediated!
degradation.! The! proteasome! is! a! large! multiAsubunit! complex! of! proteases! and!
regulatory! proteins! shaped! as! a! capped! cylinder! and! inside! of! which! proteins! are!
digested! (Finley! et! al.,! 2012).! However,! ubiquitin! can! also! act! as! a! nonAproteolytic!
signal! in! the! regulation! of! diverse! cellular! processes! including! DNA! repair,!
transcription,!and!trafficking!of!membrane!proteins!(Kwon!and!Ciechanover,!2017).!!
Several! other! proteins! structural! and! evolutionarily! related! to! ubiquitin! have!
been!discovered.!Like!ubiquitin,!these!proteins!contain!a!βAgrasp!fold!and!are!known!
as!ubiquitinAlike!proteins!(UBLs)!(Cappadocia!and!Lima,!2018).!Some!of!these!proteins!
are! able! to! be! conjugated! to! others! proteins,! in! a! similar! way! as! ubiquitin.! The!
functions! of! UBLs! include! diverse! processes! such! as! nuclear! protein! transport,! DNA!
repair,!autophagy,!chromosome!replication,!etc.!
Despite!ubiquitin,!UBLs! are!present!not!only! in! eukaryotes!but!have! also!been!
found!in!prokaryotes!(Iyer!et!al.,!2006).!However,!not!all!UBL!families!are!found!in!all!
eukaryotes.!In!yeast,!several!UBLs!have!been!described!(Figure(13),!for!example,!Smt3,!










SMT3,! has! been! identified,! while! in! humans! at! least! four! SUMO! genes! have! been!
found.!
Structurally,! the!main! difference! between! an! ubiquitin! and! a! SUMO!molecule!
resides!in!a!NAterminal!extension!of!the!SUMO!protein!that!is!not!present!in!ubiquitin.!
The!sumoylation!process!is!analogous!to!the!ubiquitination!one!but!the!enzymes!that!
participate! in! both! processes! are! different.! Like! ubiquitination,! sumoylation! is! a!
reversible! process.! SUMO! deconjugation! (desumoylation)! is! catalysed! by! ULP!
proteases,!which!in!yeast!are!known!as!Ulp1!and!Ulp2!(Cappadocia!and!Lima,!2018).!
SUMO! is! involved! in! various! cellular! processes,! such! as! nuclear! transport,! cellA
cycle! progression,! protein! trafficking,! stress! response,! etc.! Rather! than! promoting!
protein! degradation! like! the! ubiquitin! moiety,! the! SUMO! attachment! blocks! the!
proteasomal! degradation! by! competing! with! ubiquitination! (Wilson,! 2017).! Thus,!





sumoylation! seems! to! enhance!protein! stability.!However,! another! class! of! enzymes!
called!SUMOAtargeted!ubiquitin! ligase!(STUbL)!have!been!discovered.!These!enzymes!
recognize! sumoylated!proteins! as! targets! for! ubiquitination.! This! activity! results! in! a!
hybrid!signal,!indicating!that!SUMO!and!ubiquitin!can!cooperate!with!each!other!(Nie!
and!Boddy,!2016).!!
There! are! also! proteins! that! contain! UBL! domains! as! part! of! its! primary!
sequence.!These!UBL!domains!are!not!usually!processed!and!confer!properties!similar!
to!those!from!a!transferable!UBL,!being!especially! important!to!establish!or!maintain!
specific! protein! interactions! (Hochstrasser,! 2000).! Interestingly,! some! ribosome!


















In! yeast,! there! is! only! one! E1! enzyme! (Uba1)! responsible! for! activation! of!
ubiquitin.! However,! there! are! multiple! E2! and! E3! enzymes! that! generate! ubiquitin!
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chains.! These! enzymes!determine! the! architecture!of! the!ubiquitin! chain! and!define!
the!linkage!type!(Finley!et!al.,!2012).!Regarding!the!diversity!of!possible!combinations,!




Removal!of!ubiquitin!can!be!performed! in!a! single! step!by!deubiquitinating!enzymes!
(DUBs).!These!enzymes!hydrolyse!the!linkage!between!ubiquitin!and!their!substrates,!
as!well! as!between!ubiquitin!molecules! themselves! (Finley!et! al.,! 2012).! In! yeast,! 20!
DUBs!have!been!identified!but!this!number!varies!in!different!organisms,!for!example,!
there! are! around! 100! DUBs! in! humans.! Despite! the! certain! degree! of! redundancy!
found! among!DUBs,! there! are!mechanisms! of! regulation! by!which! some!DUBs! have!
highly!diversified!functionality!and!require!substrate!specificity,!for!example!depending!
on!the!recognition!of!the!ubiquitin!chain!(Mevissen!and!Komander,!2017).!!
Deubiquitination! is! necessary! to! recycle!ubiquitin! since!DUBs! recover!ubiquitin!
molecules! from! the! modified! proteins.! Therefore,! action! of! DUBs! is! required! to!
maintain! the! levels! of! free! ubiquitin! in! the! cell.! Indeed,! defects! in! deubiquitination!
cause! reduced! ubiquitin! levels! (Finley! et! al.,! 2012).! Hence,! deubiquitinases! are! key!
FIGURE(14.(Scheme(of(the(ubiquitination(process.!Ubiquitin!conjugation!involves!the!cascade!of!the!
E1–E2–E3! enzymes.! This! process! can! generate! monoubiquitinated! proteins! or! multiA! or! polyA




enzymes,! being! necessary! to! regulate! their! localization,! abundance! and! catalytic!
activity!(Mevissen!and!Komander,!2017).!In!conclusion,!the!regulation!of!all!ubiquitinA
dependent! processes! requires! a! strict! interplay! between! “writers”! (e.g.! E1/! E2/E3s),!
“erasers”! (e.g.! DUBs)! and! “readers”! (e.g.! proteins! with! UBD)! (Ohtake! and! Tsuchiya,!
2017).!
Functions(of(ubiquitination(and(the(ubiquitin(code(
Originally,! ubiquitination! was! thought! to! target! only! a! set! of! substrates.!
However,! nowadays! it! is! understood! that! ubiquitin! plays! an! important! role! in!many!
biological! processes.! Indeed,! it! has! been! considered! that! the! nature! of! the!
ubiquitination!controls!the!fate!of!the!protein!target! in!the!cell!(Figure(15)! (Finley!et!
al.,!2012).!!
FIGURE( 15.(Many( cellular( processes( depend( on( ubiquitination.(Ubiquitin! linkages!are! recognized!
and!interpreted!by!a!class!of!ubiquitinAbinding!domains!(UBDs)!of!specific!adaptors,!which!decipher!
the! ubiquitin! code.! In! general,! different! ubiquitin! chains! are! important! in! various! biological!
processes.!The!physiological!fate!of!the!modified!targets!depends!on!the!polyAubiquitin!attachment.!
In! general,! Lys48! and! Lys11! linkages! are! related!with!proteasomal! degradation!of! normally! folded!
shortAlived!proteins,!whereas!Lys48!and!Lys63!linkages!are!involved!in!the!degradation!of!misfolded!
proteins.!However,!relatively!little!is!known!about!the!functions!of!atypical!linkages!such!Lys6,!Lys27,!




As!mentioned!before,!ubiquitin!plays!an! important! role! in!protein!degradation.!
Two! different! proteolytic! pathways! can!mediate! degradation! of! misfolded! proteins:!
the!proteasome!system!and!autophagy.!These!two!systems!have!been!considered!as!
independent!degradative!systems.!However,!ubiquitination!links!both!systems!because!




to! make! the! decision! between! these! two! protein! degradation! pathways! (ZientaraA
Rytter!and!Subramani,!2019).!
The! most! prominent! linkage! is! Lys48,! critical! for! protein! degradation! by! the!
proteasome.!On!other!hand,!Lys63!linkage!serves!as!an!autophagic!degradation!signal!
and! can! modulate! nonAdegradative! processes,! such! as! DNA! repair! and! protein!
transport!(Finley!et!al.,!2012;!Kwon!and!Ciechanover,!2017).!Atypical! linkages!related!
with!protein!degradation!can!also!be!found;!for!example,!Lys6!can!facilitate!autophagic!
degradation,! and! Lys11! and! Lys29! linkages! act! as! proteasomal! degradation! signals,!
alone!or!in!combination!with!Lys48!and!Lys63!linkages!(Ji!and!Kwon,!2017).!
In! addition! to! proteolytic! processes,! ubiquitin! linkages! can! mediate! nonA
proteolytic!processes!(for!a!Review,!see!(Kwon!and!Ciechanover,!2017)).!Attachment!of!
just! one! ubiquitin! (monoAubiquitination)! has! been! long! thought! to! signal! protein!
interaction,!localization,!and!activity!modulation!but!not!proteolysis.!However,!recent!
evidences!show!that!monoAubiquitination!can!also!act!as!a!proteolytic!signal!(Braten!et!
al.,! 2016).! In!multiAubiquitination,!more! than! one!molecule! of! ubiquitin! is! linked! to!
several! independent! lysine! residues! in! one! protein.! Nevertheless,! in! polyA
ubiquitination,! one! or! more! molecules! of! ubiquitin! are! added! to! the! previously!
conjugated! ubiquitin! to! the! target! protein! (Finley! et! al.,! 2012).! Moreover,! recent!
studies! show! that! ubiquitin! can! be! conjugated!with! ubiquitinAlike!modifiers! (such! as!







marks! damaged! DNA! sites! (Gatti! et! al.,! 2015);! Lys33! linkage! modulates! membrane!
protein! trafficking;! and! linear! ubiquitination! (Met1Alinked! ubiquitin! chains)! which! is!




Ubiquitin! is! produced! de# novo# by! the! proteolytic! maturation! of! two! kinds! of!
precursor!forms;!the!first!one!consists!of!a!headAtoAtail!polyAubiquitin!protein!and!the!
second!one!is!a!NAterminal!ubiquitin!fused!to!rAproteins!eL40!and!eS31.!The!precursor!
protein! has! to! be! proteolytically! processed! to! make! the! CAterminal! GlyAGly! motif!
available!for!conjugation.!!




of! the!UBI4! gene! gives! an! advantage! to! cells! to! quickly! produce! large! amounts! of!
FIGURE(16.(Scheme(of(ubiquitin(chain(architectures.((A)!PolyAubiquitin!chains!can!be!linear!if!several!
ubiquitin!molecules! are! bound! using! the! same! type! of! linkage.! These! homogenously! linked! polyA
ubiquitin!chains!have!been!studied!extensively.!(B)!Complex!polyAubiquitin!chain!architectures!with!
acetylated!or!phosphorylated!ubiquitin,!ubiquitinAlike!modifiers!and!heterotypic!chains!that! include!










genes! encoding! for! ubiquitin:!UBB! and!UBC! (polyAubiquitin! genes),!UBA80! (ubiquitin!
fusion!with!eS31)!and!UBA52#(ubiquitin!fusion!with!eL40).!
Ubiquitin!appears!to!be!fused!with!rAproteins!across!the!life!kingdoms.!This!could!
be! the! result! of! a! smart! strategy! of! linking! protein! synthesis! and! degradation! to!
maintain!protein!homeostasis.!However,!this!scenario!could!have!been!selected!on!any!
rAprotein!in!different!organisms.!Instead,!most!eukaryotes,!like!yeast,!curiously!share!rA
proteins! eL40! and! eS31! as! the! only! proteins! fused! to! ubiquitin.! Furthermore,!
orthologues! of! both! rAproteins! are! present! in! eukaryotes! and! in! archaea! but! not! in!
bacteria.!It!is!not!clear!why!evolution!has!selected!these!rAproteins!as!the!main!(almost!
exclusive)! rAproteins! fused! to! ubiquitin.! Indeed,! certain! authors! have! proposed! that!
ubiquitin! can! act! as! a! coAtranslational! chaperone! that! facilitates! the! synthesis! and!
assembly!of! these!particularly!small! rAproteins! into! the!ribosome!(Finley!et!al.,!1989;!
FIGURE(17.(Schematic( representation(of( the(UBI( genes( in(S.+cerevisiae.(The!UBI1!and!UBI2!genes!
encode!for!a!single!NAterminal!ubiquitin!moiety!fused!to!the!60S!rAprotein!eL40.!UBI3!gene!has!the!
same! structure! than!UBI1/2! but! the! ubiquitin!molecule! is! fused! to! the! 40S! rAprotein! eS31.!UBI4!





Lacombe!et! al.,! 2009).! This!hypothesis! correlates!with! the!evolutionary!origin!of! the!
ubiquitin!system!previously!proposed!by!Varshavsky!(Varshavsky,!2012).!Given!that!in!
prokaryotes!ubiquitinAlike!proteolytic!pathways!have!been!found!but!not!the!bona#fide!
ubiquitin! system,! Varshavsky! proposed! that! primordial! ubiquitin! (i.e.! a! protein!
containing! the! ubiquitin! fold)! served! as! an! incipient! NAterminal! coAtranslational!
chaperone! of! polypeptides.! This! function! might! account! for! its! initial! spread! in! the!
eukaryotic!kingdom!through!DNA!recombination!and!positive!selection.!
Interestingly,! only! a! few! rare! exceptions! to! the! general! ubiquitin! fusion!
arrangement! have! been! found! in! some! organisms.! For! example,! a! polyAubiquitin!
precursor!is!fused!to!the!ribosomal!protein!eL40!in!Trypanosoma#cruzi#(Swindle!et!al.,!
1988).! In! the!protozoa!Giardia# lamblia#and!Entamoeba#histolytica,! ubiquitin! is! rarely!
encoded! by! monoAubiquitin! genes! (Krebber! et! al.,! 1994)! (Wostmann! et! al.,! 1996).!
Moreover,! in!G.# lamblia,! the! rAprotein!eS31! is! fused! to!an!ubiquitinAlike!protein! that!
surprisingly! remains! uncleaved! in! the! mature! ribosome! (Catic! et! al.,! 2007).! The! rA
protein!eS31!is!also!fused!to!an!ubiquitinAlike!protein!in!the!nematodes!Caenorhabditis#
elegans! and! C.# briggsae.! Therefore,! in! certain! organisms,! the! ubiquitin! moiety! has!
diverged! into! ubiquitinAlike! proteins! (Jones! and! Candido,! 1993).! For! example,! in!







Remarkably,! while! ubiquitin! is! extremely! conserved! during! the! eukaryotic!
evolution,! there! is! a! high! diversity! in! the! ubiquitin! system.! Moreover,! eukaryotic!
genomes!keep!identical!copies!of!the!ubiquitin!gene!despite!its!redundancy!(Zuin!et!al.,!
2014).!It!has!been!proposed!that!frequent!recombination!events!in!the!polyAubiquitin!
locus! generated! new! copies! of! ubiquitin! (or! ubiquitinAlike! modifiers)! and! serve! to!
maintain! the!high!degree!of! similarity.!On! the!other!hand,! the!ubiquitin! sequence! in!
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the!ubiquitin! fusion!gene!with!eS31! is!variable!between! lower!eukaryotes! (Catic!and!




rAproteins! eL40! and! eS31.! This! raises! the! question! of! whether! the! ubiquitin!moiety!
might! play! a! direct! role! in! the! synthesis,! assembly,! and/or! function! of! these! two! rA
proteins.! However,! the! exact! contribution! of! the! ubiquitin! moiety! to! ribosome!
biogenesis! has! been! poorly! studied.! The! rAprotein! eL40! is! an! essential! protein! that!
associates! in! the! cytoplasm! with! late! preA60S! rAparticles,! whereas! eS31! is! a! quasiA
essential! rAprotein! of! the! small! rAsubunit! that! assembles! in! the! nucleus! (FernándezA
Pevida! et! al.,! 2016;! FernándezAPevida! et! al.,! 2012).! Interestingly,! both! rAproteins! are!
located!in!the!joining!surface!of!its!respective!subunit,!close!to!the!elongation!factors!
binding!site!(Figure(18)((BenAShem!et!al.,!2010).!!
FIGURE( 18.( Positions( of( r]proteins( eL40( and( eS31( in( mature( ribosomes( from( S.+ cerevisiae.(
Ribosomal! proteins! eL40! and! eS31! within! the! large! and! small! rAsubunit,! respectively,! have! been!
highlighted!in!purple.!The!remaining!rAproteins!are!coloured!in!blue!(large!rAsubunit)!or!green!(small!







be! detected!under!wildAtype! conditions! (FernándezAPevida! et! al.,! 2016;! Finley! et! al.,!
1989).!We!have!previously! demonstrated! that! the!proteolytic!maturation!of! the!Ubi!
precursors! is! required! for!proper!assembly!of! rAproteins!eS31!and!eL40! into!40S!and!
60S! rAsubunits,! respectively! since! nonAcleaved! Ubi3! or! Ubi1! variants! confer! lethal!
phenotypes!when!expressed!as!the!sole!source!of!eS31!or!eL40!(Lacombe!et!al.,!2009)!
(MartínAVillanueva!et!al.,!2019).!Moreover,!nonAcleaved!variants!of!Ubi3!or!Ubi1!can!
be! incorporated! into!preAribosomal!particles!only!when!there! is!no!competition!with!
the!processed!wildAtype!rAproteins.!These!studies!also!indicate!that!Ubi3Acontaining!rA
particles!are!slightly! impaired!in!translation! initiation,!whereas!the!Ubi1Acontaining!rA
particles! delay! their! cytoplasmic! maturation! and! compromise! the! efficiency! of!
translation!elongation;!this!is!probably!due!to!the!fact!that!the!unprocessed!ubiquitin!
could!be!interfering!with!the!recruitment!and!function!of!the!elongation!factors!eEF1A!
and! eEF2,! which! bind! in! close! proximity! to! eL40! (Lacombe! et! al.,! 2009)! (MartínA
Villanueva!et!al.,!2019).!
We! have! also! studied! the! consequences! of! deleting! the! NAterminal! ubiquitin!
moiety! of! the! Ubi3! precursor.! The! ubiquitin! deletion! mutant! ubi3∆ub! shows! slowA
growth!phenotype,!a!shortage!of!40S!rAsubunit!and!18S!rRNA!content!defects,!which!
are! suppressed! by! its! increased! dosage! (Finley! et! al.,! 1989;! Lacombe! et! al.,! 2009).!
These! results! reveal! that! the! ubiquitin!moiety! is! important! but! not! essential! for! the!




















The! aim!of! our! group! is! to! deepen! the! knowledge!on! the! function! of! selected!
transAacting! factors! and! rAproteins! from! both! rAsubunits! in! the! ribosome! biogenesis!
process!of! the!model!eukaryote!S.#cerevisiae.! Specifically,! in! this!Thesis!Work,! I!have!




1. Study! the! role! of! the! ubiquitin! moiety! fused! to! the! eL40! rAprotein! in! the!




















Ubiquitin! is! a! small! eukaryotic! protein! of! 76! amino! acids! whose! name! (i.e.,! it!
occurs!ubiquitously)! results! from! its! extremely!evolutionary! conservation! (Iyer! et! al.,!
2006).! Ubiquitin! functions! as! a! reversible! postAtranslational! modifier! of! proteins! to!
regulate!many! different! cellular! processes! such! as! DNA! repair,! chromatin! dynamics,!
cell! cycle! regulation,!membrane! and!protein! trafficking,! endocytocis,! autophagy,! but!
most! notably! proteasomeAdependent! protein! degradation! (Kwon! and! Ciechanover,!
2017;!Pickart,!2001).!Normally,!the!conjugation!of!ubiquitin!to!other!proteins!involves!
the!formation!of!an!isopeptide!bond!between!the! αAcarboxyl!group!of!the!CAterminal!
glycine! of! an! ubiquitin! molecule! with! an! εAamino! group! of! a! specific! lysine! residue!
within!the!target!protein!(Kwon!and!Ciechanover,!2017;!Pickart,!2001).!This!process!is!
known! as! ubiquitination! and! involves! three! sequential! steps:! activation,! conjugation!
and! ligation,! which! are! performed! by! E1s! or! ubiquitinAactivating! enzymes,! E2s! or!
ubiquitinAconjugating!enzymes!and!E3s!or!ubiquitin! ligases,!respectively.!The!reversal!




first! one! comprises! genes! encoding! a! single! copy! of! ubiquitin! fused! to! rAproteins,!
commonly!eL40!and!eS31.!Ubiquitin!fusions!to!other!rAproteins,!such!as!P1!or!P2,!and!
even!to!nonAribosomal!proteins,!such!as!actin,!have!been!reported!in!diverse!genera!of!




1987)).! For! both! classes,! free! de# novo! ubiquitin! is! synthesized! by! proteolytic!
maturation! from! the! corresponding! precursor! proteins.! Only! rarely,! ubiquitin! is!
encoded!by!monoAubiquitin! genes,! as! occurring! in! the! protozoa!Giardia# lamblia! and!





In! S.# cerevisiae,# but! also! in! mammals,! ubiquitin! is! encoded! by! four! different!
genes! (Finley!et! al.,! 1989).! The!yeast!UBI4! gene! (equivalent! to!human!UBB! and!UBC!
genes)! encodes! a! polyubiquitin! precursor! protein! of! five! headAtoAtail! repeats! of!
ubiquitin.! Expression! of!UBI4! occurs!when! cells! enter! the! stationary! phase! or!when!
they!are!exposed!to!several!stresses!including!heat!shock,!oxidative!stress,!exposure!to!










There! are! other! proteins! that! share! the! ubiquitin! fold;! these! proteins! are! also!
able! to! undergo! conjugation! to! substrate! proteins! through! an! equivalent! isopeptide!
bond! to! that! involving! ubiquitin,! which! also! occurs! by! an! analogous! process! than!
ubiquitination! (for! a! review,! see! (Pickart,! 2001;! Pickart! and! Eddins,! 2004)).! Among!
these! proteins,! known! as! ubiquitinAlike! modifier! proteins,! SUMO! (small! ubiquitinA
related! modifier)! is! the! broadest! spread! member! within! eukaryotes! (Pickart! and!
Eddins,!2004).!Four!SUMO!genes!coding!for!different!monomeric!SUMO!isoforms!have!
been!identified!in!mammals,!while!yeast!harbours!a!single!essential!gene,!SMT3,!which!
encodes! the! SUMO! protein! called! Smt3! (Johnson,! 2004).! Sumoylation! of! target!
proteins!regulates!various!cellular!processes!by!modulating!the!localization!or!activity!









to! recombinant! proteins! has! been! found! to! augment! their! yield! and! increase! their!
solubility! (Baker,! 1996;! Butt! et! al.,! 1989;! Ecker! et! al.,! 1989).! However,! whether! NA
terminal! fusions! of! SUMO! or! ubiquitin! moieties! to! given! proteins! could! act!




We! are! interested! in! understanding! the! contribution! of! the! ubiquitin! moiety!
within! the! Ubi1/2! and! Ubi3! proteins! to! ribosome! biogenesis! and! function.!
Experimental! evidence! indicates! that! while! eS31! is! a! quasiAessential! rAprotein! that!
assembles! in! the! nucleus,! most! likely! into! early! 90S! preAribosomal! particles!
(FernándezAPevida! et! al.,! 2016;! Sun! et! al.,! 2017),! eL40! is! an! essential! rAprotein! that!
associates! in! the! cytoplasm! with! late! preA60S! rAparticles! (FernándezAPevida! et! al.,!
2012;! Kruiswijk! et! al.,! 1978).! Under! wildAtype! conditions,! the! Ubi1/2! and! Ubi3!
precursor! proteins! could! so! far! never! be! detected,! suggesting! that! their! proteolytic!
maturation! occurs! very! rapidly,! likely! coAtranslationally,! and! therefore! before! the!





al.,! 2019).! The! obtained! results! indicate! that! the! presence! of! ubiquitin! hinders! the!
assembly! of! the! respective! rAproteins! into! preAribosomal! particles,! consequently,!
assembly!of!either!eS31!or!eL40A! is! favoured!over!that!of!nonAcleaved!Ubi3!or!Ubi1,!
respectively! (Lacombe! et! al.,! 2009;! MartínAVillanueva! et! al.,! 2019).! Moreover,! nonA
cleaved!Ubi3! or!Ubi1! variants! confer! lethal! phenotypes!when! expressed! as! the! sole!
source! of! eS31! or! eL40,! respectively.! Only! in! these! circumstances! (e.g.! depletion! of!
either! wildAtype! rAprotein! eS31! or! eL40! counterparts),! these! mutant! proteins! get!
incorporated! into! nascent! preAribosomal! particles! (Lacombe! et! al.,! 2009;! MartínA
Villanueva! et! al.,! 2019).! Strikingly,! while! Ubi3Acontaining! rAparticles! are! partially!
impaired!in!translation!initiation!but!can!finally!engage!in!translation!(Lacombe!et!al.,!
2009),! Ubi1Acontaining! rAparticles! delay! their! cytoplasmic! maturation! (i.e.! Tif6!
!!50(
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recycling),! prevent! rAsubunit! joining! and! hinder! translation! elongation! (MartínA
Villanueva! et! al.,! 2019).! In! addition,! we! and! others! have! shown! that! the! ubiquitin!
moiety!of!the!Ubi3!precursor!can!be!deleted!without!causing!a!deleterious!phenotype!
to! the! corresponding! ubi3∆ub! mutant,! as! long! as! the! unfused! eS31! rAprotein! is!
expressed!at!elevated!dosage! (Finley!et!al.,!1989;! Lacombe!et!al.,!2009).! In!contrast,!
expression! of! eS31! from! an! integrated! ubi3∆ub! allele! into! its! natural! chromosomal!
locus! conferred! a! pronounced! slowAgrowth! (sg)! phenotype! and! a! shortage! of! 40S! rA
subunits! (Finley! et! al.,! 1989;! Lacombe! et! al.,! 2009).! Thus,! the! NAterminal! ubiquitin!
moiety!of!Ubi3!has!an!important!role!during!the!efficient!synthesis!of!eS31!and!hence!





fully! suppressed! by! increasing! the! gene! dosage! of! the! ubi1∆ub# allele! from! a! CEN!
plasmid.! Therefore,! as! for! Ubi3,! it! appears! that! the! ubiquitin! moiety! of! Ubi1! is!
important!for!the!efficient!accumulation!of!the!corresponding!eL40A!product!protein.!
Importantly,! expression! of! an! NAterminal! Smt3Afused! eL40A! variant! protein! as! sole!
source! of! eL40! leads! to! a! mildly! but! significantly! improvement! of! cell! growth,!
especially!at!high!temperatures.!Finally,!we!have!evaluated!the!aggregation!status!of!
HAAtagged!eL40A!protein!expressed!either!from!a!genomic!UBI12HA,!a!ubi1∆ub2HA!or!a!
SMT32eL40A2HA! allele,! and! compared! it! to! that! of! HAAtagged! eS31! expressed! either!
from!a! genomic!UBI3AHA!or! a!ubi3∆ubAHA! allele.! As! results,!we! found!practically! no!
differences!in!the!aggregation!status!of!the!HAAtagged!eL40!protein!derived!from!the!
ubiquitinAfree! Ubi1∆UbAHA! precursor! when! compared! to! that! from! an! UBI1AHA!
precursor! in! cells! also! containing! a!ubi2∆!mutation.!However,!we! could! find! both,! a!
clear! tendency! for! enhanced! aggregation! of! the! HAAtagged! eS31! derived! from! the!
ubi3∆ubAHA! allele! compared! to! that! from! the! UBI32HA! allele! and! for! reduced!
aggregation! of! eL40AAHA! when! expressed! from! the! Smt3AeL40AAHA! precursor!
compared!to!that!from!Ubi1∆ubAHA.!Herein,!these!results!are!discussed!on!the!context!












Yeast! eL40! is! an! essential! rAprotein! of! 52! amino! acids! that! is! encoded! by! two!
independent!paralogous!genes,!UBI1!(RPL40A;!YIL148W)!and!UBI2!(RPL40B;!YKR094C).!
As! previously!mentioned,! in! practically! all! eukaryotes,! eL40! as! well! as! the! rAprotein!
eS31! (UBI3! gene),! are! produced! as! CAterminal! parts! of! ubiquitinAfused! precursor!
proteins.!We! have! previously! studied! the! effects! of! impairing! the! ubiquitin! removal!
within!Ubi1!and!Ubi3!precursors!by!using!mutants!where!the!efficiency!of!this!removal!
was!reduced!(Lacombe!et!al.,!2009;!MartínAVillanueva!et!al.,!2019).!However,!to!date,!
only! experimental! data! concerning! the! phenotypic! consequences! of! expressing! a!
genomic!ubi3∆ub! allele,! which! lacks! the! region! coding! for! the! ubiquitin!moiety,! are!
available! (Finley! et! al.,! 1989;! Lacombe! et! al.,! 2009).! To! explore! the! role! of! the! NA
terminal! fused! ubiquitin! moiety! within! Ubi1/2! precursors,! we! constructed! two!
different!mutants!(Figure(1).!First,!we!generated!a!mutant!replacing!the!endogenous!
wildAtype! UBI1! copy! with! an! ubi1∆ub! mutant,! which! harbours! a! deletion! of! the!
ubiquitin! moiety! from! the! Ubi1! precursor.! To! allow! efficient! translation! of! the!
construct,!an!ATG!start!codon!was!inserted!just!downstream!the!5'!UBI1!untranslated!
sequence;! thus,! the! corresponding! eL40A! protein! started! with! an! NAterminal!
methionine! not! present! in! the! natural! eL40A.! Second,!we! replaced! the! endogenous!













For! the! functional! analysis! of! the! generated! mutants,! we! first! examined! the!
growth!phenotype!associated!with!the!deletion!of!the!ubiquitin!moiety!from!the!Ubi1!
precursor! (Figure( 2).! As! eL40! is! encoded! by! two! independent! paralogous! genes,!we!
performed!this!analysis!both! in!the!presence!or! the!absence!of!a! functional!eL40B!rA




obtained! in! liquid! YPD! at! 30! ºC! for! the! wildAtype!W303A1A! strain,! and! the! isogenic!
ubi2∆!and!UBI12HA#ubi2∆!mutants,! respectively.!As!also!discussed!(MartínAVillanueva!
et! al.,! 2019),! this! is! likely! due! an! adverse! effect! of! the! extra! amino! acids! on! the!
interaction!environment!of!the!CAterminus!of!eL40A!within!the!ribosome.!Figure(2!also!
shows!that!deletion!of!the!ubiquitin!moiety!has!no!effect!on!cell!growth!when!the!UBI2!
gene! is! present.! However,! the! ubi1∆ub2HA# ubi2∆! mutant,! in! which! the! sole! cellular!






glycine!of!ubiquitin! (G76)!and! the!NAterminal! isoleucine!of!eL40A! (I77)! connects! the! two!proteins.!
Relevant! residues! and! ubi1#mutant! variants! thereof! used! in! this! study! are! also! indicated.! The!
relevant! constructs,! precursor!and!mature!protein!names! are!also! indicated.! The!asterisk!denotes!
that! the!exact!nature! of! the!mature!proteins!derived! from! these!precursor! proteins! has!not!been!




It! has! been! previously! shown! that! increased! dosage! of! the! ubi3∆ub! allele!
suppresses! its! growth! defect! phenotype! (Finley! et! al.,! 1989;! Lacombe! et! al.,! 2009).!
Thus,!to!address!whether!a!similar!situation!occurred!upon!an!increased!dosage!of!the!
ubi1∆ub! allele,! we! cloned! either! the! wildAtype! UBI1AHA! or! the! mutant! ub1∆ubAHA!
allele!on!YCplac111,!a! lowAcopyAnumber!CEN!LEU2!plasmid! (Gietz!and!Sugino,!1988),!





data! showing! that! the! expression! of! a! ubi1∆ub! allele! from! a! strong! promoter! also!
complemented! the! lethal!phenotype!of!a!ubi1∆#ubi2∆! strain! to! the!wildAtype!extend!





analysis! of! the! indicated! strains,! either! expressing! a! CAterminally! HAAtagged!Ubi1! (UBI12HA)! or! an!
Ubi1∆ub!(ubi1∆ub2HA)!variant!protein!from!the!UBI1!genomic!locus!or!from!a!centromeric!plasmid!
(+!ubi1∆ub2HA),!in!a!wild!type!UBI2!or!a!ubi2∆!null!mutant!background.(Strains!W303A1A!(Wild!type),!
SMY113! (UBI12HA),! SMY256! (UBI12HA!ubi2∆),! SMY107! (ubi1∆ub2HA),! SMY257! (ubi1∆ub2HA!ubi2∆),!






The! small! ubiquitinAlike! modifier! SUMO! shares! an! overall! threeAdimensional!
structure! very! similar! to! ubiquitin! and! possess,! as! ubiquitin,! a! CAterminal! glycine!
residue!(e.g.!(van!der!Veen!and!Ploegh,!2012)).!Thus,!we!reasoned!that!if!ubiquitin!had!
a! cisAacting! function! affecting! that! of! the! eL40! protein,! the! replacement! of! the!






of! eL40! comes! from! the! precursor! Smt3ASAeL40AAHA,! shows! a! mild! but! significant!
improvement!of!the!cell!growth!if!compared!with!that!of!the! isogenic!ubi1∆ub#ubi2∆!






from! a! centromeric! plasmid! (+! SMT32eL40A2HA),! in! a! wild! type! UBI2! or! a! ubi2∆! null! mutant!
background.( Strains! W303A1A! (Wild! type),! SMY218! (SMT3AeL40AAHA),! SMY258! (SMT3AeL40AAHA!











or! SMT32S2eL40A2HA# alleles! as! the! sole! source! of! cellular! eL40! rAprotein! was!
suppressed!by!increasing!the!copyAnumber!of!the!respective!alleles,!strongly!suggests!
that! the! ubiquitinAcoding! tail! of! the!UBI1! gene! facilitates! the! expression! of! eL40A! rA
protein.!To!test!this!hypothesis,!we!monitored!the!expression!levels!of!the!eL40AAHA!
protein! in! the! different! used! strains! by!western! blotting.! As! shown! in! Figure( 4,! the!
protein! levels! of! eL40AAHA! significantly! decreased! in! the! ubi1∆ub2HA# ubi2∆! strain,!
compared! with! the! expression! of! wildAtype! eL40AAHA! rAprotein! from! the! UBI1AHA!
allele.!As!expected,!an!increased!dosage!of!the!ubi1∆ub2HA#allele!restores!the!protein!




western! blot! analyses! using! antiAHA! antibodies! were! also! carried! out! in! whole! cell!
extracts! of! strains! harbouring! a! genomic! SMT32S2eL40A# allele.! As! previously! shown!
(FernándezAPevida!et!al.,!2012;!MartínAVillanueva!et!al.,!2019),!no!Ubi1AHA!precursor!
but!only!mature!eL40AAHA!was!detected!in!the!UBI1AHA!strains!(Figure(4,(lanes(2(and(
3).! In! contrast,! although!mature! eL40AAHA! was! fairly! well! detected! in! the! genomic!
SMT32S2eL40A2HA#ubi2∆#strain,!some!precursor!protein!could!also!be!detected!at!the!
expected!molecular!mass,! especially!when! the! fusion! Smt3ASAL40A!protein! variant! is!
the! sole! cellular! source! of! eL40! (Figure( 4,( lanes( 6( and( 7).! We! conclude! that!
replacement!of! the!ubiquitin!by!a!SUMO!moiety! followed!by!a! linked!serine!at! its!CA
terminus! reduces! the! efficiency! of! the! proteolytic! processing! of! the! precursor! into!





The( genomic( ubi1∆ub]HA( and( SMT36S6eL40A]HA( mutations( affect( 60S( r]subunit(
biogenesis(and(translation(
As! the! genomic! ubi1∆ub2HA! allele! limits! the! production! of! eL40A! protein! in! a!
ubi2∆! background,!we!wonder!whether! this! is! also! accompanied! by! a! 60S! rAsubunit!
shortage.!Thus,!we!performed!polysome!profile!analyses!in!the!different!ubi1!mutants!
described! in! this! study.!We! first!examined! the!profiles!of! the! control!UBI1AHA!ubi2∆!
strain!grown!in!YPD!at!30!ºC.!As!shown!in!Figure(5A,!this!strain!showed,!as!expected!
for!the!presence!of!the!ubi2∆!allele!(FernándezAPevida!et!al.,!2012),!a!very!mild!deficit!
in!60S!rAsubunits!as!evidence! for! the!appearance!of!halfAmer!polysomes.! In!contrast,!
the!analysis!of!the!ubi1∆ub2HA!ubi2∆!strain!reveals,! in!addition!to!the!appearance!of!
halfAmer!polysomes,!a!clear!decrease!in!normal!polysomes!(Figure(5B).!These!profiles!
resemble! those! obtained! upon! the! depletion! of! eL40,! including! the! nearly! invariant!
free! 60S/40S! ratio! found! (FernándezAPevida! et! al.,! 2012),! therefore,! confirming! that!
the!amount!of!eL40! is! indeed! limited! in! this! strain.!Consistently,!amplification!of! the!
copy!number!of!the!ubi1∆ub!allele!by!positioning!it!in!a!CEN!plasmid,!lead!to!wildAtype!
FIGURE(4.(Analysis(of(the(eL40A]HA(protein(levels(in(the(different(mutants(of(this(study.!WildAtype!
and! the! indicated! strains! expressing! distinct! CAterminally! HAAtagged! Ubi1! constructs! from! the!
genomic! locus! or! from! a! centromeric! plasmid,! in! a! wild! type! UBI2! or! a! ubi2∆! null! mutant!
background,! were! grown! in! liquid! YPD! medium! at! 30! ºC.! Total! cell! extracts! were! prepared! and!
subjected!to!Western!analysis!using!antiAHA!and!antiAPgk1!(loading!control)!antibodies.!The!mature!







and( 5C).! Altogether,! these! results! indicate! that! the! deletion! of! the! ubiquitin!moiety!
from! a! genomically! expressed! ubiquitinAfree! Ubi1∆Ub! precursor,! in! the! absence! of!
eL40B,! leads! to! a! decrease! production! of! eL40A! and! as! a! consequence! of! 60S! rA
subunits.! Thus,!we! conclude! that,! as! also! occurring! for! the! ubiquitin!moiety! of!Ubi3!




on! ribosome! biogenesis.! As! shown! in! Figure( 5D,! the! SMT32S2eL40A2HA# ubi2∆# strain!
displayed!a!polysome!profile!showing!an!increase!in!the!amount!of!free!60S!rAsubunits!
vs! 40S! rAsubunits! as! well! as! halfAmer! polysomes.! This! profile! is! typical! of! mutants!
partially!impaired!in!60S!to!40S!rAsubunit!joining!(e.g.!(DeLabre!et!al.,!2002;!Eisinger!et!




r]subunits.( Strains( SMY256! (UBI12HA! ubi2∆)! (A),! SMY257! (ubi1∆ub2HA! ubi2∆)! (B),! SMY215!
[YCplac111Aubi1∆ub2HA]! (ubi1∆!ubi2∆#+#ubi1∆ub2HA)! (C),! and!SMY258! (SMT3AeL40AAHA!ubi2∆)!(D)!
were!grown!in!YPD!medium!at!30ºC!to!an!OD600!of!about!0.8.!Cell!extracts!were!prepared!and!10!A260!





We! next! studied,! in! the! different!mutants,! the! distribution! of! their! respective!
eL40AAHA! rAprotein! variants! in! translating! ribosomes! by! fractionation! analysis.! No!
apparent! differences! were! found! between! the! distribution! of! eL40AHA! expressed!
either! from! the! ubi1∆ubAHA! or! the! UBI1AHA! alleles.! In! both! cases,! eL40AAHA! is!
detected! in!80S!ribosome!and!polysome!fractions!as!also! is!the!60S!rAsubunit!control!
protein! uL3.! This! result! indicates! that! the! ubiquitin! moiety! is! not! required! for! the!
assembly!of!eL40A!protein!into!functional!60S!rAsubunits!(Figure(6).!In!contrast,!when!
the!SMT32S2eL40A2HA#ubi2∆#strain!was!studied,!while!mature!eL40AAHA! fractionated!
similarly! as! the!60S! rAsubunit! control!protein!uL3,! the!nonAcleaved!Smt3ASAeL40AAHA!
mainly!peaked! in! the!60S!and! to!a! lesser!extend! in! the!80S! fractions! (Figure( 6).!This!
FIGURE( 6.( Incorporation( into( translating( ribosomes( of( the( eL40A]HA( protein( derived( of( the(
Ubi1∆ub]HA( and( Smt3]eL40A]HA( precursors.( Strains!SMY256! (UBI1AHA!ubi2∆),! SMY257! (ubi1∆ubA









similar! to! that!we!have!previously!observed! for!nonAcleaved!Ubi1!precursor! variants!
(MartínAVillanueva! et! al.,! 2019),! indicates! that! the! Smt3ASAeL40AAHA! precursor! can!
assemble! into! preA60S! rAparticles! that! are! unable! to! engage! in! subunit! joining! and!
possible! also! in! translation! elongation.! Strikingly,! uL3! but! not! mature! eL40A! was!
identified!in!the!60S!peak!(see!Figure(6,!bottom!panel,!lanes!7A10);!this!result!further!
supports! the! hypothesis! that! most! of! the! 60S! rAparticles! containing! eL40A! are!






SMT32S2eL40A2HA#ubi2∆,#may!contain!decreased! levels!of! total!cellular! free!ubiquitin!
since,! in! principle,! this! molecule! could! only! be! supply! by! the!UBI3! gene! in! actively!
growing!mutant!cells.!Thus,! the!defects!we!observed! in! the!above!mutants!might!be!
rather!due!to!an!ubiquitin!shortage.!In!this!scenario,!ectopic!in#trans!expression!of!free!
ubiquitin!would!result!in!a!suppression!of!the!negative!phenotypes!of!these!mutants.!
To! directly! test! this! possibility,! we! transformed! the! different! ubi1! strains! with! a!
plasmid!expressing! the!ubiquitin!moiety! to! supplement! the!available!amount!of! free!
ubiquitin! or! with! an! empty! control! plasmid.! As! shown! in! Figure( 7A,! the! growth!
phenotype! of! the! UBI1AHA! ubi2∆,# ubi1∆ubAHA! ubi2∆! and! SMT32S2eL40A2HA! ubi2∆!
strains! did! not! change! when! in# trans! expressing! free! ubiquitin! from! a! plasmid!
compared!to!the!control.! In!addition,!we!performed!polysome!profile!analyses! in!the!
different!ubi1!mutants!transformed!with!either!an!empty!control!plasmid!or!a!plasmid!
expressing! the!ubiquitin!moiety.!As!a! result,! the!expression!of! free!ubiquitin!did!not!
restore! the! 60S! rAsubunit! shortage! observed! for! the!ubi1∆ubAHA!ubi2∆! and!SMT32S2
eL40A2HA!ubi2∆!mutants! nor! change! the! profiles! obtained! for! the! isogenic!UBI1AHA!
ubi2∆#strain!(Figure(7B!and!data!not!shown).!Altogether,! these!results! indicated!that!





FIGURE( 7.( Expression( of( free( ubiquitin( in+ trans( does( not( restore( the( deficiencies( conferred( by(
neither(the(ubi1∆ub6HA(ubi2∆+nor(the(SMT3]eL40A]HA(ubi2∆+alleles.((A)!Growth!comparison!of!the!




(B)! Polysome!profile! analysis!of!ubi1∆ub2HA!ubi2∆! cells!harboring!an!empty!YCplac111! (vector)!or!









as!cisAacting!molecular! chaperones! that! facilitate! the! correct! folding,! and!hence,! the!
efficient! synthesis! and! assembly! of! the! respective! rAproteins! into! preAribosomal!
particles!(Finley!et!al.,!1989).!However,!no!experimental!evidences!for!this!hypothesis!













proteins,! especially! rAproteins! and! factors! involved! in! rAsubunit! biogenesis! or!
translation!(Koplin!et!al.,!2010).!As!shown!in!Figure(8,!substantial!protein!aggregation!





was! very! similar! in! the! three! strains,! albeit! slightly!more!pronounced! in!ubi1∆ubAHA!
cells! (Figure( 8,( upper( panel).! Western! blotting! against! the! HAAtag! indicated! that!
eL40AAHA!is!among!the!different!aggregated!proteins!in!extracts!of!the!above!strains,!
as! also! are! other! rAproteins! such! as! uL3,! uL29! or! uS3! (Figure( 8,( middle( panels).!
Strikingly,! the! levels! of! eL40AAHA! protein! aggregates,! although! apparently! did! not!
increase! when! eL40AAHA! is! synthesized! from! the! ubi1∆ub! allele,! clearly! diminished!
when!it!derived!from!the!Smt3ASAeL40AAHA!precursor.!This!result!suggests!a!minor!but!
positive! role! for! SUMO! as! a! molecular! chaperone! for! proper! folding,! and! thus,!
solubility!of!eL40!rAprotein.!
!
We!did! also! analyse! the! levels! of! aggregated! proteins! in! an!ubi3∆ubAHA! strain!
and! its! isogenic! UBI3AHA! control.! As! shown! in! Figure( 9,! the! aggregation! analysis!
suggested! less! global! accumulation! of! insoluble! proteins! in! cells! of! these! strains!
compared! to! the!equivalent!UBI1AHA!ubi2∆! and!ubi1∆ubAHA!ubi2∆! strains,!especially!
for! the! couple!UBI3AHA! versus!UBI1AHA! ubi2∆.! Moreover,! western! blotting! showed!
practically! no! aggregation! of! eS31AHA! when! produced! from! a! wildAtype! Ubi3AHA!
precursor,! but! a! significant! aggregation! of! this! rAprotein!when! is! produced! from! the!
ubiquitinAfree! Ubi3∆Ub! precursor! protein! (Figure( 9,( middle( panels).! Three! other!
findings! are! remarkable! to! be! mentioned:! (i)! first,! aggregation! samples! containing!
either!eL40AAHA!or!eS31AHA!also!include!other!rAproteins,!such!as!the!tested!uL3,!uL29!
and! uS3! (see! Figure( 8( and( 9,( middle( panels).! (ii)! Second,! aggregation! of! these! rA
proteins!occurs!not!only!in!the!control!ssb1∆#ssb2∆!strain!but!also!in!strains!defective!
in! rAsubunits! or! affected! in! ribosome! biogenesis,! such! as! the! tested! ubi3∆,! rps12∆,!
rpl39∆!or!dob121!strains.!This!is!consistent!with!the!recent!observation!that!imbalances!




contrast! to! what! have! been! previously! reported! (Koplin! et! al.,! 2010),! we! did! find!
substantial! amounts! of! eS31AHA! among! the! different! rAproteins! present! in! the!
aggregates!of!ssb1∆#ssb2∆!cells.!Thus,!the!ubiquitin!moiety!fused!to!eS31!seems!that!
do!not!protect!eS31AHA!of!aggregation!in!these!circumstances,!suggesting!that!this!rA
protein! is! also! a! client! of! the! SSB! chaperone! system.! Altogether,! our! observations!
suggest!that,!although!the!ubiquitin!moiety!fused!to!eS31!and!eL40!has!an!important!
function!for!the!optimal!production!of!the!respective!rAproteins,!its!presence!does!not!






FIGURE(9.(Analysis(of(protein(aggregation( in( cells( from( the(ubi3∆ub]HA(strain,( lacking( ribosomal(
proteins(or(defective( in( ribosome(biogenesis.(Strains!W303A1A!(Wild!type),! JDY532!(ssb1∆!ssb2∆),!
SMY324! (UBI3AHA! ssb1∆! ssb2∆),! TLY56.D3! (UBI3AHA),! TLY61.A2! (ubi3∆ubAHA),! TLY14.3C! (ubi3∆),!
SMY315!(rps12∆),!ORY211!(rpl39∆),!and!MS157A1A!(dob121)!were!grown!to!logarithmic!phase!in!YPD!
medium!at!30!ºC.!Total!protein!extracts!or!aggregated!proteins!were!prepared!from!wild!type!cells!
and! the! indicated! mutant! strains! and! were! separated! by! SDSAPAGE! and! stained! with! Coomassie!







Ubiquitin! is! an! extremely! conserved! postAtranslational! modifier! present! in! all!
eukaryotes! that! is! involved! in! various! cellular! processes! (Clague! and!Urbé,! 2010).! In!
practically!all!eukaryotes!where!the!organization!of!the!genes!encoding!ubiquitin!has!
been!analyzed,!a!fusion!of!ubiquitin!with!rAprotein!eS31!(Ubi3!precursor)!or!eL40!(Ubi1!




degradation! of! proteins! in! eukaryotes,! the! explicit! fusion! to! eS31! and! eL40! goes!
beyond!this!possible!strategy!and!suggest!a!specific!function!of!ubiquitin!over!that!of!
these! rAproteins! or! vice# versa.! To! understand! this! function,! we! have! previously!
analyzed! the! consequences!of! impairing! the!ubiquitin! removal!within!Ubi3!and!Ubi1!
precursors!and!we!concluded!that!these!precursors!are!likely!coAtranslational!cleaved,!




it! has! recently! been! suggested! that! processing! of! UBA52! occurs! postAtranslationally!
based! on! results! obtained! by! a! reticulocyte! lysateAbased! translation! system,! which!
does!not!exactly!rely!on!an!in#vivo#situation!(Grou!et!al.,!2015).!In!any!case,!processing!
of!UBA52!has!also!been!shown! to!be!critical! for! the! function!of!eL40! in!human!cells!
(Kobayashi!et!al.,!2016).!Moreover,!we!and!others!have!also!experimentally!addressed!
the! effects! of! deleting! the! ubiquitin! fused! to! Ubi3! and! showed! that! a! genomically!
integrated!ubi3∆ub2HA!allele!only!supported!a!very!sg!phenotype!(Finley!et!al.,!1989;!
Lacombe! et! al.,! 2009).! This! was! likely! due! to! a! 40S! rAsubunit! shortage! as! the!
consequence!of!reduced!expression!levels!of!HAAtagged!eS31!since!increasing!the!gene!
dosage!of! this!allele! restored!the!wildAtype!situation! (Finley!et!al.,!1989;!Lacombe!et!
al.,! 2009).! In! this! work,! we! have! tackled! the! analysis! of! an! equivalent! genomic!
ubi1∆ub2HA!allele.!As!eL40! is!encoded!by!two!paralogous!genes! in!yeast! (FernándezA





a! severe! sg! phenotype,! reduced! expression! levels! of! eL40A2HA! compared! to! those!
from! an! isogenic! UBI1AHA! strain! (Figures( 2( and( 4),! and! therefore,! a! 60S! rAsubunit!
shortage!(Figure(5).!As!for!the!ubi3∆ub!allele,!increasing!the!dosage!of!the!ubi1∆ub2HA!












How! does! cisAacting! ubiquitin! facilitate! the! expression! of! eS31! and! eL40! rA
proteins?! This! is! a! still! unclear! issue! and! some! nonAmutually! exclusive! possibilities,!
which!also!reconcile!with!the!evolutionary!conservation,!can!be!envisaged:!(i)!It!could!
be!that!ubiquitin!assists!assembly!of!eS31!and!eL40!rAproteins.!Thus,!in!the!absence!of!
ubiquitin,! their! assembly! into! the! respective! preAribosomal! particles! would! be!




the! cleavage! of! the! ubiquitin! fusion! precursors! seems! to! occur! coAtranslationally;!
although! it! still! is! conceptually! possible! that! ubiquitin! assists! eL40! assembly! since! it!







(ii)! A! more! plausible! scenario! is! that! suggesting! that! ubiquitin! has! a! cisAacting!
molecular!chaperone!role!to!facilitate!translation!and!folding!of!eS31!and!eL40.!Only!a!




Smt3),!which! is! known! to! increase! the! efficient! expression! of! fused! proteins! (Baker,!
1996;! Butt! et! al.,! 1989;! Ecker! et! al.,! 1989;! Marblestone! et! al.,! 2006),! was! able! to!
partially! suppress! the! ubi1∆ubAHA# ubi2∆! mutant,! specially! at! high! temperatures!
(Figure( 3)! and! lead! to! better! eL40AAHA! protein! yields! (Figure( 4).! The! fact! that! the!
Smt3ASAeL40AAHA!precursor!is!not!efficiently!processed!(Figure(4(and(6)!could!be!the!




and! eS31! protein! variants.! In! general,! most! rAproteins! have! a! high! tendency! to!
aggregate!during!or!after!their!synthesis!due!to!their!particular!characteristics,!such!as!
its! extremely! high! isoelectric! point! and! the! presence! of! unstructured! or! intrinsically!
disordered!extensions! (Jäkel!et!al.,!2002).!These! features!have!permitted! the!natural!
selection!of!proteins!known!as!dedicated!chaperones!and!escortins,!which!help!import!
and/or! assembly! of! individual! rAproteins,! thus! impeding! their! degradation,!
inappropriate! interaction! with! other! cellular! components! and! aggregation! (EspinarA
Marchena!et!al.,!2017;!Peña!et!al.,!2017;!Pillet!et!al.,!2017).!Additionally,!rAproteins!are!
among!the!major!client!proteins!of!the!general!ribosomeAassociated!chaperones!such!
as! the! nascent! polypeptideAassociated! complex! (NAC)! and! the! SsbAribosomeA
associated!complex!(SsbARAC)!(Koplin!et!al.,!2010).!It!has!been!shown!that!the!loss!of!




eS31! does! not! prevent! its! specific! aggregation! in! the! absence! of! these! chaperone!
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complexes! (Figure( 9).! Interestingly,! the! ubiquitin! deletion! from! Ubi3! caused! a! mild!
enhancement! of! the! aggregation! levels! of! eS31.! However,! this! enhancement! is! not!
only!specific!for!eS31!but!also!for!the!rest!of!rAproteins!tested!(uL3,!uL29!and!uS3,!see!
Figure( 9).! Indeed,!we! show!herein! that! a! defect! in! ribosome!biogenesis! (e.g.!ubi3∆,!
rps12∆,! rpl39∆! or!dob121!mutants)! leads! to!a! substantial! increase!on! the!amount!of!
insoluble! material! detected! in! polyacrylamide! gels,! with! aggregation! of! rAparticles,!




cells! could!be!attributable! to! the! ribosome!biogenesis!defect! caused!by! the!ubi3∆ub!
mutation,!which! impair!40S! rAsubunit! synthesis! (Lacombe!et! al.,! 2009).! Similarly,! the!



























by! EcoRI/HindIII! digestion! from! YCplac111AUBI1AHA,! YCplac111Aubi1∆ubAHA,! or!
YCplac111ASMT3AeL40AHA,! respectively.! Transformants! were! selected! onto! SDALeu!
plates.!Then,!several!clones!were!replicaAplated!onto!5AFOAAcontaining!plates!to!select!
for! those! that! had! lost! the! klURA3!marker! because! of! a! siteAspecific! recombination!
event.!Candidates!were!analysed!by!colony!PCR!and!sequencing.!!
!
Strains!SMY215!and!SMY216!are!generated!by! transforming! the!UBI1/2! shuffle!
strain! (TAY001)! with! YCplac111Aubi1∆ubAHA! or! YCplac111ASMT3AeL40AHA! plasmids;!





yeast! nitrogen! base,! 0.5%! ammonium! sulphate)! supplemented!with! the! appropriate!
amino! acids! and! bases! as! nutritional! requirements,! and! containing! 2%! glucose! as!
carbon!source.!To!prepare!plates,!2%!agar!was!added!to!the!media!before!sterilization.!
Yeast!genetic!techniques!and!growth!media!have!been!previously!described!(Burke!et!
al.,! 2000).! Yeast! cells!were! transformed!by! the! lithium!acetate!method! (Gietz! et! al.,!
1992).!For!tetrad!dissection,!a!Singer!MSM!400!micromanipulator!was!used.!Standard!







Plasmids! used! in! this! study! are! listed! in!Table( 2.! Cloned!DNA! fragments!were!
generated!by! a! fusion!PCR! strategy! to! include! a! single!HA!epitope! at! the!CAterminal!
end!of!eL40A!in!wildAtype!and!mutant!versions!of!UBI1.!All!constructs!were!verified!by!
DNA! sequencing.! Description! of! the! oligonucleotides! used! for! the! PCRs! and!




Cell! extracts! for! polysome! analysis! were! prepared! and! analysed! as! previously!
described!(Foiani!et!al.,!1991;!Kressler!et!al.,!1997).!Ten!A260!units!of!each!cell!extract!
were! loaded! onto! 7A50%! sucrose! gradients.! These! gradients! were! centrifuged! at!
39,000!rpm!in!a!Beckman!Coulter!rotor!SW41!for!2!h!45!min;!the!A254!was!continuously!
monitored! using! an! ISCO! UAA6! system.! When! needed,! fractions! of! 0.5! ml! were!
collected!and!proteins!were!precipitated!from!each!fraction!using!trichloroacetic!acid!
as! previously! described! (de! la! Cruz! et! al.,! 1998a).! The! precipitated! fractions! were!





and!Schatz! (Yaffe!and!Schatz,!1984),!which! immediately!"freezes"! the! in#vivo!protein!
content,!thus,!preventing!rapid!protein!turnover!reactions.!Proteins!were!separated!by!
SDSAPAGE! and! analysed! by! western! blotting! according! to! standard! procedures!
(Sambrook! et! al.,! 1989).! The! following! primary! antibodies! were! used:! mouse!
monoclonal! antiAHA! 16B12! (Covance),! antiAPgk1! (Invitrogen)! and! antiAuL3! (gift! from!
J.R.!Warner)! (Vilardell! and!Warner,! 1997);! rabbit! polyclonal! antiAuL29! (gift! from!M.!
Seedorf)!(Frey!et!al.,!2001)!and!antiAuS3!(gift!from!M.!Seedorf)!(Frey!et!al.,!2001).!Goat!
antiAmouse! or! antiArabbit! horseradish! peroxidaseAconjugated! antibodies! (BioARad)!
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were! used! as! secondary! antibodies.! Immune! complexes! were! visualised! using! a!




Isolation! of! aggregated! proteins! was! done! from!whole! cell! extracts! as! exactly!
described! by! Koplin! et# at.! (Koplin! et! al.,! 2010)! but! following! the! sonication!
modifications!described!in!Panasenko!et#al.!(Panasenko!and!Collart,!2012).!Samples!of!










































TLY56.D3!! MATa!UBI3AHA::kanMX4! (Lacombe! et!
al.,!2009)!
TLY61.A2!! MATa!ubi3∆ubAHA::kanMX4! (Lacombe! et!
al.,!2009)!











































CEN,! LEU2.! Allele! SMT3AeL40AAHA! (GGASAII);!
promoter!and!terminator!of!UBI1!
This!study!



















ribosomal! RNAs! (rRNAs)! and! ribosomal! proteins! (rAproteins)! required! a! plethora! of!
RNA!and!protein!transAacting!factors!(Warner,!1999).!Most!of!our!current!knowledge!
concerning! this! process! comes! from! studies! in! the! yeast! Saccharomyces# cerevisiae,!
where! about!80! small! nucleolar!RNAs! (snoRNAs)! and!about!300!protein! transAacting!
factors!have!been!characterized!(Woolford!and!Baserga,!2013).!However,!the!precise!





Understanding! the! exact! functions! of! rAproteins! in! ribosome! assembly! is! a! very!
pertinent! issue! as!most! of! the! human! inherited! diseases! known! as! ribosomopathies!
are! linked! to! ribosome!defects! caused!by! the! lossAofAfunction!mutations! in! rAprotein!
genes!(for!reviews,!see!(Armistead!and!TriggsARaine,!2014;!Narla!and!Ebert,!2010;!Teng!
et! al.,! 2013)).! The! most! common! of! these! pathologies! is! DiamondABlackfan! anemia!






rRNA,! and! its! equivalent! prokaryotic! 16S! rRNA,! can! be! divided! into! four,! practically!
independent,! folding!domains,!which!upon!the! interaction!of!specific!rAproteins! form!
the! typical!morphological! features! of! the! 40S! rAsubunit! (Rabl! et! al.,! 2011;! Yusupova!
and!Yusupov,!2014):!the!5'!domain!of!18S!rRNA!forms!the!shoulder!and!the!foot!and,!
together! with! the! 3'! minor! domain! (helix! H44),! constitute! the! body! of! the! 40S! rA
subunit;!the!central!domain!of!18S!rRNA!forms!the!platform!and!the!3'!major!domain!
forms! the! head.! Protruding! from! the! head,! the! region! called! beak! is! special! in!
eukaryotes! since!has!been! transformed!during!evolution! from! the!allArRNA!structure!
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rAsubunit! have! been! studied! by! either! specific! studies! or! systematic! analysis! (e.g.!
(FerreiraACerca!et!al.,!2005;!FerreiraACerca!et!al.,!2007;!Ford!et!al.,!1999;!Jakovljevic!et!
al.,! 2004;! Lacombe! et! al.,! 2009;! O'Donohue! et! al.,! 2010;! Tabb! et! al.,! 2001)).! These!
analyses! reveal! that! 40S! rAsubunits! assembly! occurs! coAtranscriptionally! and!
hierarchical! in!a!5'AtoA3'!direction!with! respect! to! rRNA;! thus,! rAproteins! that!bind! to!





Remarkably,! the! order! in! which! rAproteins! assemble! to! yeast! and! mammal! 40S! rA
subunits! seems! to! parallel! the! assembly! of! their! bacterial! counterparts! in# vivo! and!
importantly!in#vitro!(see!(Davis!and!Williamson,!2017));!thus,!the!essential!information!





assembly! (FerreiraACerca! et! al.,! 2005;! FerreiraACerca! et! al.,! 2007;! O'Donohue! et! al.,!
2010).!In!this!sense,!lossAofAfunction!of!the!rAproteins!located!in!the!body!region!of!40S!
rAsubunits!(as!examples,!eS6,!eS8,!eS24,!uS4,!uS17)!strongly!impairs!processing!of!early!
preArRNAs! (35S! preArRNA! in! yeast,! 47S! preArRNA! in! human! cells),! whereas! lossAofA









following! 18S! rRNA!maturation! in! a! 5'Ato! 3'! direction! (see! (Bassler! and! Hurt,! 2018;!
ChakerAMargot,!2018;!Klinge!and!Woolford,!2019;!Kressler!et!al.,!2017)!and!references!
therein).! However,! surprisingly,! the! beak! region! of! the! head! seems! to! be! practically!
but!not!totally!molded!in!the!early!90S!preAribosomal!particles!determined!from!cryoA
EM!studies;! thus,! the!apical!structure! formed!by!eS12,!eS31!and!helix!H33! is!already!
shaped!whereas! its! base,! built! in!mature!40S! rAsubunits! by! eS10,! is! occupied!by! the!
transAacting!factor!Enp1!in!these!particles!(see!e.g.!(Sun!et!al.,!2017)).!The!subsequent!
nuclear!maturation!of!90S!into!preA40S!rAparticles!comprises!the!release!of!most!transA













(Finley!et! al.,! 1989;! Lacombe!et! al.,! 2009).!Here,!we!have!undertaken! the! functional!




preArRNA! than! the! deletion! of! UBI3;! this! accumulation! is! not! enhanced! upon! the!
simultaneous! deletion! of! both! genes.! Moreover,! we! show! a! genetic! interaction!
between! the! absence!of! either! eS12!or! eS31! and! that! of! Ltv1!or! Enp1,!which! is! not!
apparently! linked! to! the! dynamics! of! incorporation! or! release! of! these! transAacting!
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factors! to! the! preA40S! rAparticles.! Finally,! we! also! show! that! the! eS12Adeprived!
ribosomes!are!more!errorAprone!than!wildAtype!ones.!
! !
FIGURE( 1.( Structure( of( mature( and( immature( 40S( r]subunit.! (A)! Positions! of! rAproteins! eS12!
(orange),!eS31!(red),!eS10!(blue)!in!the!beak!domain!and!uS3!(yellow)!in!the!base!of!the!beak!of!the!








The! rAprotein! eS12! is! a! eukaryoticAspecific! constituent! of! the! 40S! rAsubunits!
(Lecompte!et!al.,!2002).!Unlike!most!yeast!rAproteins!(Warner,!1999),!eS12!is!encoded!
by! a! nonAessential! single! gene! (RPS12,# YOR369C)! (Giaever! et! al.,! 2002).! This! gene!
produces! a! small! globular! protein! of! ca.! 16! kDa! located! on! the! beak! of! the! 40S! rA
subunit,! which! interacts! with! the! helix! H33! of! 18S! rRNA! and! the! also! eukaryoticA
specific! rAproteins!eS31!and!eS10! (Figure( 1A)( (Rabl!et!al.,!2011).!The! role!of!yeast! rA





unfortunately! mistaken! as,! likely,! the! authors! inadvertently! use! a! nonAappropriate!
strain.!
!
To! study! the! role! of! yeast! eS12! in! ribosome! biogenesis! and! function,! we! first!
analysed!the!phenotypic!consequences!of!deleting!the!RPS12!gene.!In!contrast!to!the!
rps12∆!strain!employed!by!FerreiraACerca!et#al.,!which!grew!identically!to!the!wildAtype!
strain!at!30!ºC!on!YPD!plates! (FerreiraACerca!et!al.,!2005),! the!haploid!rps12∆! strains!
we!generated!either!in!the!W303!or!the!BY4741!background!displayed!a!severe!slowA
growth!(sg)!defect!at!30!ºC!on!YPD!plates!that!was!enhanced!at!22!and!37!ºC!(Figure(
2).! Our! results!were,! however,! consistent!with! previous! ones! by! Steffen! et# al.,#who!
observed!a!quasiAlethal!phenotype!for!haploid!rps12∆!segregants!upon!sporulation!of!a!
heterozygous! RPS12/rps12∆! diploid! (Steffen! et! al.,! 2012).! Thus,! we! conclude! that!








To! check! whether! the! simultaneous! absence! of! eS12! and! eS31! have! an! enhanced!
growth!defect,!we!constructed!a!double!rps12∆!ubi3∆!strain!in!the!W303!background.!





















huge! increase! in! free! 60S! rAsubunits;! the! polysomal! content! was! also! drastically!
reduced.! The! profile!was! similar! to! those! of! the! single!ubi3∆! and! the! double!ubi3∆#
rps12∆! isogenic!mutants! (Figure( 3A).! Thus,! the! rps12∆! alone!or! in! combination!with!
the!ubi3∆!mutation!lead!to!a!shortage!of!40!S!rAsubunits.!In!agreement,!quantification!
of!total!rAsubunits!by!lowAMg2+!sucrose!gradients!showed!that!deletion!of!either!eS12!
or!eS31! leads! to!a! ca.!55!%! reduction!of! the!40S! to!60S! rAsubunits! compared! to! the!













was! extracted! from! each! sample! and! analysed! by! agarose! and! acrylamide!
electrophoresis,! followed! by! transfer! to! nylon!membranes! and! exposition! to! tritium!
sensitive! phosphor! screens;! results!were! revealed! in! a! phosphor! imaging! system.!As!
shown!in!Figure(4A,! in!wildAtype!cells,!the!early!preArRNA!precursors!were!converted!
rapidly! into!27S!and!20S!species,!which!were! further!processed! into!mature!25S!and!





FIGURE(3.(Deletion(of(RPS12( results( in(a(deficit( in(40S(r]subunits.( (A)!Polysome!profile!analysis!of!
W303A1A! (wild! type),! SMY315! (rps12∆),! TLY14.3C! (ubi3∆)! and! the! double! mutant! strain! SMY372!
(rps12∆#ubi3∆)!strains.!The!peaks!of!free!40S!and!60S!rAsubunits,!80S!free!couples/monosomes!and!
polysomes! are! indicated.! (B)! Quantification! of! the! 40S! rAsubunit! relative! to! the! 60S! rAsubunit!
abundance! in! the! strains! described! above.! Cell! extracts! were! prepared! under! polysome! runAoff!
conditions,!by!the!omission!of!cycloheximide,!in!a!buffer!lacking!MgCl2!to!dissociate!ribosomes!in!the!
40S!and!60S!rAsubunits.!The!peaks!of!total!40S!and!60S!rAsubunits!are!indicated.!The!area!under!the!
curve!was!determined! for! individual!peak,! and! the!60S/40S! ratios!was! calculated! for!each!profile;!
data! are! the! average! of! three! independent! experiments;! the! relative! standard! deviation!was! less!
than!5%!in!each!case.(In!both!experiments,!cells!were!grown!in!YPD!medium!at!30!ºC!to!an!OD600!of!
around! 0.8.! Ten! A260! units! of! each! extract! were! resolved! in! 7A50%! sucrose! gradients.! After!






5!min!or!15!min!chase! time!points! (Figure( 4A).! Similarly,!a!delayed!conversion!of!7S!




To! investigate! in!more! detail! the! preArRNA!processing! defects! occurring! in! the!
absence! of! eS12,! we! analysed! the! steadyAstate! levels! of! preA! and!mature! rRNAs! by!
northern!hybridization!in!the!rps12∆!mutant!and!compared!them!to!those!detected!for!
a!ubi3∆!and!a!double!rps12∆#ubi3∆!strains.!As!shown!in!Figure(5,!the!single!rps12∆!and!




rRNA,! which! extends! from! site! A1! to! A3,! slightly! accumulated! in! the! three! mutant!
strains.! Moreover,! the! 27S! and! 7S! preArRNAs! clearly! decreased,! however,! levels! of!
mature! 25S! and! 5.8S! rRNAs! only! slightly! decreased.! In! agreement!with! the! delayed!
conversion! of! 20S! preArRNA! to! 18S! rRNA! seen! in! pulse! chase! analysis,! steadyAstate!
levels! of! 20S! preArRNA! visibly! accumulated! in! a! similar!manner! in! the! three!mutant!
strains!(Figure(5);!as!a!consequence,!levels!of!mature!18S!rRNA!significantly!decreased.!














was! extracted! and! 3,000! cpm! per! sample! were! loaded! and! separated! on! (A)( a! 1.2%! agaroseA
formaldehyde! gel! or! (B)( a! 7%! polyacrylamideA8! M! urea! gel,! transferred! to! nylon! membranes,!







Nuclear! preA40S! rAparticles! are! rapidly! released! through! the! nucleopore! to! the!
cytoplasm,!where! processing! of! 20S! preArRNA! to!mature! 18S! rRNA!occurs! (Trapman!
and! Planta,! 1976;! Udem! and! Warner,! 1973).! Therefore,! a! defect! in! 20S! preArRNA!
processing!might! result! from!either! reduced! nuclear! export! of! preA40S! rAparticles! or!
impaired!cleavage!of!cytoplasmic!20S!preArRNA.!To!assess!this!issue,!we!first!analysed!!




analysed! by! northern! blot.! (A)! Northern! hybridisation! of! highAmolecularAmass! preA! and! mature!
rRNAs,! (B)(Northern!blot!analysis!of! lowAmolecularAmass!preA!and!mature! rRNAs.!Signal! intensities!
were!measured!by!phosphorimager!scanning!(indicated!below!each!panel)!and!normalised!to!those!






The! strains!W303A1A! (Wild# type),! TLY14.3C! (ubi3∆)! and! SMY315! (rps12∆)! were! transformed!with!
plasmids!expressing! the!nucleolar!RFPANop1! reporter!and!either!uL23AeGFP!or!uS3AGFP! from! their!
cognate!promoters.!Cells!were!exponentially!grown!in!SDALeu!at!30!ºC!and!then!the!red!and!green!
fluorescent! signals! analysed! by! fluorescence! microscopy.! Arrows! indicate! the! position! of! the!
nucleolus!in!selected!cells.!(B)!The!localisation!of!eS31!and!eS10!rAproteins!is!not!affected!in!rps12∆!
cells.(The!strains!indicated!above!were!transformed!with!plasmids!expressing!GFPAtagged!versions!of!
eS10! and! eS31! rAproteins.! Cells!were! exponentially! grown! in!SDALeu! at!30! ºC!and! then,! the! green!








wildAtype!and!mutant! rps12∆! and!ubi3∆! strains.!We!also!analysed! the! localisation!of!
GFPAtagged!versions!of!eS10!and!eS31,!which!are!close!neighbour!of!eS12!at!the!beak!














that! preA40S! rAparticles! export! from! the! nucleus! is! neither! blocked! in! the! rps12∆! or!
ubi3∆!mutant.!Moreover,! the! increased! levels! of! 20S!preArRNA!detected! rps12∆! and!
ubi3∆! mutant! cells! are! the! result! of! an! impairment! of! cytoplasmic! 20S! preArRNA!
processing.!
!
The( accumulated( 20S( pre]rRNA( is( not( efficiently( incorporated( into( translating(
ribosomes(in(rps12∆(cells(
It! has! been! previously! reported! that,! in! some! mutants,! preA40S! rAparticles!









To! examine! whether! preA40S! rAparticles! could! engage! in! translation! in! rps12∆!
mutant!cells,!we!performed!polysome!gradients!in!the!rps12∆!strain!and!subsequently!
analyse!the!distribution!of!20S!preArRNA!in!the!different!fractions!of!the!gradients!by!
northern! blotting.! The! results!were! compared! to! those! of! an! equivalent! study! done!
with! wildAtype! and! ubi3∆! cells.! As! expected,! the! bulk! of! 20S! preArRNA! coAmigrated!
basically!with!the!free!40S!peak! in!wildAtype!cells!(Figure(8).!However,! in!rps12∆!and!
ubi3∆! cells,! 20S! preArRNA! was! predominantly! found! in! the! 80S! peak,! its! maximum!
shifted! one! fraction! left! to! the! maximum! of! 25S/18S! in! this! peak! (Figure( 8).! Some!
portion!of!20S!preArRNA!was!also!distributed!in!the!polysomal!fraction!of!the!gradients!
in# rps12∆#and!ubi3∆#cells,!as! it!accumulated!at! the!similar! low! levels!of!25S!and!18S!
rRNAs! in! these! fractions! due! to! the! fact! that! in! these! mutants! there! is! a! reduced!
content!of!polysomes! (see( Figure(3A);! indeed,!graphs!of! the!signal! intensities!of!20S!
FIGURE(7.(The(20S(pre]rRNA(accumulates( in(the(cytoplasm(of(rps12∆(and(ubi3∆(cells.!The!strains!






preArRNA!and!25S!and!18S!mature! rRNAs!confirmed! the! similar!distribution!of! these!
three!rRNA!species!only!in!the!gradients!corresponding!to!rps12∆!and!ubi3∆!cells,!but!
not!in!those!of!isogenic!wildAtype!cells!(Figure(8B).!These!data!suggest!that!preA40S!rA





particles( containing( 20S( pre]rRNA.! (A)! The! strains! W303A1A! (Wild# type),! TLY14.3C! (ubi3∆)! and!
SMY315!(rps12∆)!were!grown!to!midAlog!phase!in!YPD!medium!at!30!ºC.!Cell!extracts!were!prepared!
and!10!A260!units!of!each!extract!were! resolved! in!7A50%!sucrose!gradients!and! fractionated.!RNA!
was! extracted! from! each! fraction! and! analysed! by! northern! blotting! using! the! indicated! probes!
(between!parentheses;!see!Table(3).!The!position!of!free!40S!and!60S!rAsubunits,!80S!ribosomes!and!
polysomes!are!shown.!Percentage!of!20S!preArRNA!signal! intensity! in!each!case! is!represented.!(B)(







CryoAEM! analyses! have! shown! that! the! transAacting! factors! Enp1! and! Ltv1! are!






recruitment! within! the! head! of! eS10,! uS10,! uS14! and! RACK1! (Collins! et! al.,! 2018).!













enp121! mutation! renders! a! temperature! sensitive! (ts)! growth! phenotype! at! 37! ºC,!
which!is!linked!to!a!severe!40S!rAsubunit!deficiency!due!to!both!the!inhibition!of!preA
rRNA!processing!at!the!early!A0AA2!cleavage!sites!and!the!block!of!nucleocytoplasmic!
40S! rAsubunit!export! (Chen!et!al.,!2003;!Schäfer!et!al.,!2003);!however,!at!30!ºC,! the!
growth! of! enp121! cells! was! apparently! comparable! to! that! of! an! isogenic! wildAtype!
strain! (see( Figure( 9B).! As! shown! in! Figure( 9A,! the! ltv1∆!mutation! confers! synthetic!
lethality! when! combined! with! either! the! rps12∆! or! the! ubi3∆! alleles.! Moreover,! as!
shown!in!Figure(9B,!the!enp121!mutant!when!combined!with!the!rps12∆!allele!or!the!
ubi3∆! mutant! were! synthetically! lethal! or! enhanced,! respectively.! These! findings!
! 95(
Chapter 2 
strongly! suggest! an! intimate! functional! interaction! between! the! transAacting! factors!
Ltv1!and!Enp1!and!the!rAproteins!eS12!and!eS31!during!40S!rAsubunit!biogenesis.!
! !
FIGURE( 9.!Synthetic( lethality( or( enhancement( of( the( slow]growth( phenotype( of( the( rps12∆( and(
ubi3∆( mutants( by( the( ltv1∆( and( the( enp1]1( alleles.! (A)! The! strains! W303A1A! (Wild# type)! and!
SMY307!(ltv1∆),!harbouring!an!empty!YCplac33!plasmid!(+!vector)!and! the!strains!SMY352!(rps12∆#
ltv1∆),!SMY345!(ubi3∆# ltv1∆),!SMY315!(rps12∆)!and!TLY14.3C!(ubi3∆)!harbouring!the!rps12!or!ubi3!
null! alleles! complemented!by!a!YCplac33ARPS12!(+!RPS12)!or!YCplac33AUBI3! (+!UBI3),! respectively,!












from! genomic! loci,! in! the! rps12∆! and! ubi3∆! mutants! and! compared! to! that! in! an!
isogenic! wildAtype! control.! Consistent! with! previous! reports,! we! found! that! while!
Enp1AGFP! has! a! nucleolar! steadyAstate! localization! in! wildAtype! cells! (Figure( 10;( see(
(Chen! et! al.,! 2003;! Moriggi! et! al.,! 2015;! Schäfer! et! al.,! 2003))! Ltv1AGFP! had! a!
cytoplasmic! localization! (Figure( 10;( see( (Mitterer! et! al.,! 2016;! Moriggi! et! al.,! 2015;!
Seiser!et!al.,!2006)).!We!also!made!use!of!a!Ltv1∆NESAGFP!reporter,!which!localized!to!







rps12∆! or! ubi3∆! mutants.! Strains! YGM96! (ENP12GFP),! YGM131! (LTV12GFP),! YGM138! (LTV1∆NES2
GFP),! SMY443! (rps12∆# ENP12GFP),! SMY447! (rps12∆# LTV12GFP),! SMY452! (rps12∆# LTV1∆NES2GFP),!
SMY456! (ubi3∆# ENP12GFP),! SMY459! (ubi3∆# LTV12GFP)! and! SMY466! (ubi3∆# LTV1∆NES2GFP)! were!





To! further! explore! the! dynamics! of! Ltv1! in! mutants! lacking! eS12! or! eS31,! we!
made!use!of!ltv1!mutants!harbouring!substitution!of!different!conserved!serines!within!
the! protein! to! alanine.! These! mutants! were! ltv1[S336,339>A]! and!




particles! (Ghalei! et! al.,! 2016;! Mitterer! et! al.,! 2016).! Consistently,! the!
Ltv1[S336,S339,S342>A]!protein!remains!trapped!within!preA40S!rAparticles!(Ghalei!et!
al.,! 2016;!Mitterer! et! al.,! 2016).! In! contrast,! the! Ltv1[S6>A]!has!been! shown! to!bind!
with! less!affinity! to!preA40S! rAparticles,! thereby!allowing! spontaneous!dissociation!of!
the!phosphomutant!protein!(Mitterer!et!al.,!2016).!Strikingly,!when!we!combined!the!
ltv1[S336,339>A]! and! ltv1[S336,S339,S342>A]!mutants!with! the! rps12∆! or!ubi3∆! null!
FIGURE(11.!The(rps12∆(and(ubi3∆(alleles(suppresses(the(growth(defect(linked(to(the(expression(of(







alleles,! a! clear! suppression! of! their! sg! phenotypes! was! observed! (Figure( 11).!
Altogether,! these! results! indicate! a! functional! interaction! between! the! transAacting!
factors!Enp1!and!Ltv1!and!the!rAproteins!eS12!and!eS31!in!the!process!of!40S!rAsubunit!










whether! the! ribosome! lacking! either! eS12! or! eS31! are! defective! in! the! accuracy! of!
translation,!we!first!compared!the!efficiency!of!stopAcodon!recognition!in!isogenic!wild!
type!and!rps12∆!and!ubi3∆!mutant!cells.!To!do!so,!we!made!use!of!a!tandem!Renilla!
and! firefly! luciferase! plasmidic! reporter! system! (SalasAMarco! and! Bedwell,! 2005).! In!
this! system,! the! two! types! of! luciferase! genes! are! separated! by! an! inAframe! linker!
sequence!in!the!control!plasmid,!resulting!in!the!synthesis!of!both!enzymes!as!a!single!
polypeptide!chain;! in!the!readthrough!reporter,!there! is!a!single! inAframe!stop!codon!
(Figure( 12A);! in! this! reporter,! the! activity! of! firefly! luciferase,! encoded!by! the! distal!
open! reading! frame! (ORF),! results! from! translation! beyond! the! stopAcodon! as! the!
result! of! a! readthrough! event;! the! activity! of! Renilla! luciferase,! encoded! by! the!
proximal! ORF,! serves! as! an! internal! control! for! mRNA! abundance! and! efficiency! of!
translation! initiation! as! both! luciferase! enzymes! initiate! translation! from! the! same!
start!codon!(for!details,!see!(Keeling!et!al.,!2004;!SalasAMarco!and!Bedwell,!2005)).!As!
shown! in! Figure( 12B,! no! significant! differences! were! observed! in! the! stopAcodon!
suppression! when! the! rps12∆! and! ubi3∆! strains! were! compared! to! the! isogenic!







FIGURE(12.(Effects(of(RPS12( or(UBI3(deletion(on( readthrough(and(misreading(during( translation.(
(A)! Scheme! of! the! dual! luciferase! readthrough! and! misincorporation! reporter! systems.! (B)!
Measurement!of!the!readthrough!and!misincorporation!frequencies!in!yeast!strains!lacking!eS12!or!
eS31.!Strains!W303A1A! (Wild#type),!TLY14.3C! (ubi3∆)!and!SMY315!(rps12∆)!were!transformed!with!
plasmids!pDB720!or! pDB721! (UAG!stop! codon),!pDB722!or!pDB723! (UAA!stop!codon),! pDB690! or!
pDB691! (UGA! stop! codon)! to! measure! readthrough! or! with! pDB688! and! pDB868! to! measure!
misreading!(Arg245(GGC)!to!His245(CAC)).!Transformants!were!grown!in!SDAUra!to!midAlog!phase!at!
30! ºC! and! then! Renilla! and! firefly! luciferase! activity! was! measured.! Assays! were! done! in!
quadruplicate,!and!the!data!were!expressed!as!the!mean!±! the!standard!deviation.!The!percentage!
of! readthrough! in! each! strain! was! expressed! as! the! firefly/Renilla! luciferase! activity! (nonsense)!








Marco! and! Bedwell,! 2005);! thus,! the! activity! of! firefly! luciferase! results! from! a!
misreading! event! that! allow! misincorporation! of! a! nonAdeleterious! amino! acid!
(normally! His! via# a! HisAtRNA(GUG)His)! at! the! mutated! CGC! codon! (SalasAMarco! and!
Bedwell,! 2005).! Interestingly,! as! also! shown! in! Figure( 12B,! a! significant! increase! in!
misreading! was! found! following! RPS12! deletion,! which! was! even! higher! upon!UBI3#
deletion.! These! results! suggest! that! eS12! and! eS31! are! involved! in! the! fidelity! of!








In! last! years,! the! knowledge! about! the! contribution! of! rAproteins! to! ribosome!




rAproteins!eS10!and!eS31.!With! this! study,!we!provide! the! first! report!dissecting! the!
contribution!of!the!rAproteins!of!the!beak!to!ribosome!biogenesis.!
Analysis! of! the! rps12! null! mutant! shows! that,! contrary! to! most! rAproteins! in!
yeast,! eS12! is!not!an!essential! rAprotein,! albeit! absence!of!eS12! strongly! impairs! cell!
growth!at!all!tested!temperatures!in!different!genetic!backgrounds!(Figure(2).!Similar!
results! have! been! reported! by! (Steffen! et! al.,! 2012).! The! absence! of! nonessential! rA
proteins! reduces! cell! growth! rates! to!different!extents,!being!almost!dispensable! for!
growth!in!some!cases!(Steffen!et!al.,!2012).!!
Relative! to! the! wild! type,! deletion! of! RPS12# causes! a! strong! 40S! rAsubunit!
shortage! (Figure( 3).!Analysis!of!preArRNA!processing!by!northern!blotting!and!pulseA
chase!labelling!analysis!clearly!indicates!that!the!40S!rAsubunit!deficit!exhibited!by!the!
rps12!mutant! is! due! to!a! strong! inhibition!of!processing!of! the!20S!preArRNA,!which!
leads!to!reduced!formation!of!mature!18S!rRNA.!The!delay!in!20S!preArRNA!processing!













quasiAessential! protein! located! on! the! beak! of! the! small! rAsubunit.! Absence! of! eS31!
causes!a! strong!40S! rAsubunit! shortage!due! to!delayed!preArRNA!cleavage!at! sites!A2!
and!cytoplasmic!maturation!of!20S!preArRNA!at!site!D,!similarly!to!the!absence!of!eS12!
(Figures( 3( and( 5)( (Finley! et! al.,! 1989;! Lacombe! et! al.,! 2009).! We! have! shown! that!
simultaneous!deletion!of!both!genes!did!not!enhance!these!phenotypes.!
Similar!defects!in!preArRNA!processing!have!been!reported!for!different!rAprotein!
mutants,! especially! for! those! rAproteins! located! on! the! head! of! the! small! rAsubunit!
(FerreiraACerca!et!al.,!2005;!FerreiraACerca!et!al.,!2007).!However,! it! is!not!clear!how!
might!rAproteins!located!on!the!beak!affect!the!conversion!of!20S!preArRNA!to!mature!
18S! rRNA.! Due! its! positions,! it! seems! unlikely! that! eS12! or! eS31! directly! catalyses!





interact!with! sequences! in! ITS1.! Second,! it! is! also!possible! that! eS12!and!eS31!were!
necessary!to!recruit!or!position!nucleases!or!other!cofactors,!such!as!Nob1,! required!
for! cleavage! of! 20S! preArRNA.! Further! experiments! are! required! to! check! if! such!
cofactors!are!present!in!preAribosomal!particles!in!absence!of!eS12!or!eS31!to!address!
the!precise!effect!both!rAproteins!in!preArRNA!processing.!
On! the! other! hand,! preA40S! rAparticles! containing! the! 20S! preArRNA!present! in!
rps12∆!mutant! cells! are!not! competent! for! translation!elongation! since! the!20S!preA
rRNA!accumulated!in!these!cells!was!only!found!to!associate!with!40S!rAsubunits!and!
80S! ribosomes,! but! not! with! translating! ribosomes! (Figure( 8).! However,! we! cannot!
exclude!the!possibility!that!subunits!containing!the!20S!preArRNA!are!at!least!partially!
active! in! protein! synthesis! because! small! amounts! of! this! precursor! coAsedimented!
with!polysomes.!By!contrast,!20S!preArRNAAcontaining!40S!rAsubunits!could!engage!in!





20S! preArRNA! in! ribosomeApolysome! fractions! is! also! observed!when! the!NAterminal!
ubiquitin!moiety!of!eS31!was!deleted,!or!when!some!rAproteins!or!ribosome!biogenesis!
factors!were!depleted!(e.g.!(GarcíaAGómez!et!al.,!2014;!Lacombe!et!al.,!2009)).!!
Probably,! qualitative! differences! between! 40S! rAsubunits! containing! 20S! preA
rRNA!in!rAparticles!lacking!eS12!or!eS31!could!be!found.!Moreover,!it!seems!that!these!









both! are! important! for! beak! formation! (Scaiola! et! al.,! 2018).! The! transAacting! factor!
Enp1!is!already!present!in!90S!preAribosomes,!whereas!Ltv1!binds!directly!to!Enp1!later!
in! preA40S! rAparticles! (Schäfer! et! al.,! 2003).! In! the! cytoplasm,! both! factors! forms! a!
complex!that!is!phosphorylationAdependent!released!to!permit!the!final!remodelling!of!
the!head! region!of!40S! rAsubunits! (Collins!et!al.,!2018).!Moreover,!mutations! related!
with!both!factors!lead!to!defects!in!ribosome!biogenesis!that!resembled!those!seen!in!
strains!genetically!depleted!of!rAproteins!eS12!and!eS31!(Chen!et!al.,!2003;!Seiser!et!al.,!
2006).!Thus,! transAacting! factors!Enp1!and!Ltv1!could!be!somehow! link!with!eS12!or!











In! conclusion,! our! data! clearly! indicate! that! formation! of! the! beak! is! a! preA
requisite! for! the! efficient! maturation! of! 40S! rAsubunits! and! its! proper! function.!
However,! some! aspects! as! the! timing! of! eS12! assembly! remain! unexplored.! Some!
analyses!suggest!that!rAproteins!that!form!the!head!domain!of!the!40S!rAsubunits!are!
the!latest!rAproteins!assembled!during!ribosome!biogenesis!(e.g.!(FerreiraACerca!et!al.,!




assembly! of! eS31! has! been! suggested! (FernándezAPevida! et! al.,! 2016).! Taking! into!
account! the! defects! in! preArRNA! processing! in! rps12∆! cells,! we! could! assumed! that!
stable!assembly!of!eS12!occurs!at!a! relatively! late!stage!during! ribosome!biogenesis.!
Surprisingly,!in!recent!cryoAEM!studies!the!beak!structure!of!the!head!region!seems!to!
be!practically!molded!in!the!early!90S!preAribosomal!particles!(Sun!et!al.,!2017).!In!that!
sense,! we! cannot! rule! out! the! possibility! of! an! early! association! in! preAribosomal!
particles! of! rAproteins! eS12! and! eS31! in! an! immature! conformation! considering! that!
the!head!domain!region! is! reorganized!before!20S!preArRNA!cleavage,!40S!rAproteins!
interact! particularly! weakly! with! 90S! preAribosomal! particles,! and! a! conformational!










All! yeast! strains! used! in! this! work! are! listed! in! Table( 1.! Unless! otherwise!




DNA! of! the! SMY227! strain,! which! harbours! a! genomic! rps12::kanMX4! allele,! as! a!
template!and! the!oligonucleotide!pair! EcoRI_S12up!and!S12_check_down! (see!Table(
3).! Transformants! were! selected! on! YPD! plates! containing! 200! µg/ml! G418,! some!





To! generate! SMY372,! TLY14.3C!was! crossed! to! SMY315! [YCplac33ARPS12];! the!






procedures! (Kaiser! et! al.,! 1994).! Strains! were! grown! at! the! indicated! temperatures!
either!in!rich!YPD!medium!(1%!yeast!extract,!2%!peptone!and!2%!glucose)!or!synthetic!
minimal! medium! (0.15%! yeast! nitrogen! base,! 0.5%! ammonium! sulphate)!
supplemented! with! the! appropriate! amino! acids! and! bases! as! nutritional!
requirements,!and!containing!2%!glucose!(SD)!as!carbon!source.!To!prepare!plates,!2%!
agar!was!added! to! the!media!before! sterilization.! Yeast! cells!were! transformed!by!a!









PCR!was!performing!using! yeast! genomic!DNA!as! template! and! the!oligonucleotides!







Polysome! and! ribosomal! subunit! analyses! were! performed! as! previously!
described! (Kressler! et! al.,! 1997).! Ten!A260! of! total! cell! extract!were! load!onto!7A50%!
sucrose! gradients.! These! gradients! were! centrifuged! at! 39,000! rpm! in! a! Beckman!
Coulter!rotor!SW41!for!2!h!45!min!(for!polysome!profile!analyses)!or!for!4!h!30!min!(for!
ribosomal! subunit! analyses);! then,! the! A254!was! continuously!monitor! using! an! ISCO!
UAA6!system.!
!






Total! RNA! was! extracted! from! samples! corresponding! to! 10! OD600! units! of!
exponentially! grown! cells! by! the! acidAphenol! method! (Ausubel! et! al.,! 1994).! Equal!
amounts! of! total! RNA! were! loaded! on! 1.2%! agaroseA6%! formaldehyde! or! on! 7%!
polyacrylamideA8M!urea! gels! as! previously! described! (Venema! et! al.,! 1998).! Specific!
antisenseAoligonucleotides! (Table( 3)! were! used! to! detect! specific! preA! and! mature!
rRNAs.! Oligonucleotides!were! 5’Aend! labelled!with! [γA32P]ATP! (6000! Ci/mmol;! Perkin!
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Elmer)! as! previously! described! (Venema! et! al.,! 1998).! Phosphorimager! analysis! was!
performed! with! a! Typhoon™! FLAA9000! imaging! system! (GE! Healthcare)! and! signals!




For! [5,6A3H]uracil! pulseAchase! labelling! analysis,! strains! W303A1A! and! SMY315!
were!first!transformed!with!an!empty!YCplac33!plasmid!to!make!them!prototrophic!for!
uracil.!Transformants!were!grown!in!50!ml!of!liquid!SDAUra!medium!to!midAlog!phase!
at! 30! ºC.! Then,! the! cells! were! concentrated! in! 1! ml! of! SDAUra! medium! and! pulseA
labelled!using!100!µCi!of![5,6A3H]uracil!(45!to!50!Ci/mmol;!Perkin!Elmer)!per!40!OD600!





Uracil! incorporation!was!measured! by! scintillation! counting! and! 3000! cpm!per!
RNA! sample! was! loaded! and! resolved! on! 1.2%! agarose–6%! formaldehyde! and! 7%!
polyacrylamideA8M! urea! gels.! RNA! was! then! transferred! to! HybondAN! nylon!
membranes!(GE!Healthcare),!crosslinked!to!the!membranes,!and!exposed!to!a!tritium!
















To! study! the! subcellular! location! of! GFPAtagged! Enp1,! Ltv1! and! Ltv1∆NES,! the!
appropriate! strains! (see!Table( 1)!were! grown! in! YPD!medium.!Hoechst!was! used! to!




To! examine! the! localization! of! the! 20S! preArRNA,! fluorescence! in# situ! hybridisation!
(FISH)! was! performed! in! spheroblasted! cells! fixed! with! formaldehyde,! as! previously!
described! (Grosshans!et!al.,!2000;!RodríguezAGalán!et!al.,!2015).!A!Cy3Alabelled! ITS1A
specific! probe! (see! Table( 3)! was! used.! Cells! were! also! stained! with! DAPI! (4,6A








Bedwell,! 2005)! using! the! DualAGlo®! Luciferase! Assay! System! (Promega).! Cells! from!
each!strain!were!grown!in!liquid!SDAUra!medium!to!midAlog!phase!at!30ºC!and!firefly!
and!Renilla!luciferase!luminescence!levels!were!measured!at!room!temperature!with!a!
CLARIOstar! 1.20! microplate! reader! (BMG! Labtech,! Germany)! adjusts! to! readtype!
endpoint!and!default!settings.!Assays!were!done! in!quadruplicate!and!the!data!were!

















































SMY353! As! W303A1A! but! rps12::kanMX4! ltv1::HIS3MX6! [YCplac33A
RPS12]!
This!work!























































































































































Structure!of!an! rDNA!repeat!unit.! The!mature! rRNA!species!are! shown!as!bars!and!the! spacers!as!








Ribosome! biosynthesis! is! an! important! cellular! process! which! requires! the!
participation! of! rAproteins! and!more! than! 200! nonAribosomal! transAacting! factors! in!




Thus,! increasing! our! knowledge! about! ribosome!biogenesis! is! not! only! pertinent! for!
academic! purposes! but! also! for! health! reasons.! Specifically,! the! group! where! this!
Thesis!Work!has!been!performed!is!interested!in!understanding!the!role!of!rAproteins!
in! ribosome! biosynthesis.! Although! the! role! of! most! rAproteins! in! the! biogenesis! of!






In!Chapter( 1,!we!have!addressed! the! role!of! the!ubiquitin!moiety! fused! to! the!




the! role! of! the! ubiquitin! fused! to! ribosomal! proteins! becomes! relevant! as! these!
proteins!are!practically!invariably!eS31!and!eL40!along!the!evolution,!so!an!intentional!
choice! for! the! selection!of! these! two! rAproteins! can!be! inferred.!We!have!previously!
reported! that! the! ubiquitin! moiety! fused! to! rAproteins! eL40! and! eS31! is! likely! coA
translationally! cleaved! (Lacombe! et! al.,! 2009;! MartínAVillanueva! et! al.,! 2019).!
Moreover,!this!cleavage!is!necessary!for!the!function!of!eL40!and!eS31,!and!hence,!for!
function! of! 60S! and! 40S! rAsubunits,! respectively! (Lacombe! et! al.,! 2009;! MartínA
Villanueva!et! al.,! 2019).!On! the!other!hand,! it! has!been!proposed! that! the!ubiquitin!
moiety!contribute!to!the!synthesis!of!eS31!and!consequently,!its!assembly!into!40S!rA






As! for! Ubi3,! genomic! expression! of! a! ubiquitinAfree! eL40A! protein! (ubi1∆ub!
allele)! as! the! sole! source! of! eL40! leads! to! reduced! eL40A! protein! levels! and,! as! a!
consequence,!this!ubi1∆ub!strain!showed!also!a!slowAgrowth!phenotype!and!a!deficit!
of! 60S! rAsubunits.! Both! defects! are! fully! suppressed! by! an! increased! dosage! of! the!
ubi1∆ub!allele!and!partially!by!the!replacement!of!ubiquitin!by!the!ubiquitinAlike!SUMO!
protein! (yeast! Smt3),!which! increase! the! solubility! and! expression! of! fused! proteins!
(Marblestone!et!al.,!2006).!Our!results!clearly!show!that!the!ubiquitin!fusion!facilitates!
the!expression!of!eL40!rAprotein!since!the!ubiquitin!moiety!of!Ubi1!was!only!required!
when! its! expression! is! driven! from! a! singleAcopy! allele.! In! agreement! with! this!
hypothesis,! it!has!been!proposed!a!chaperone!role!for!the!cisAacting!ubiquitin!moiety!
facilitating! the!correct! folding!and!the!efficient!synthesis!of!eS31! (Finley!et!al.,!1989;!
Lacombe!et!al.,!2009).!Using!aggregation!assays,!we!could!report!the!first!experimental!
evidence! for! this! hypothesis,! suggesting! enhanced! aggregation! of! eS31! when!
expressed! from! a! ubiquitinAfree! precursor! and! reduced! aggregation! of! eL40A! when!
expressed! from! a! Smt3ASAeL40AAHA! precursor.! We! can! conclude! that! the! cisAacting!
ubiquitin!moiety!within!Ubi1! and!Ubi3! facilitates! the! efficient! synthesis! of! eL40! and!
eS31! rAproteins,! respectively,!being!not!directly! required! to!eL40!and!eS31!assembly!
into! its! respective! rAsubunits! (see( Discussion,( chapter( 1).! The! necessity! of! a! coA
chaperone! for! eL40! and! eS31! seems! plausible! given! that,! in! general,! rAproteins! are!
especially! prone! to! aggregate! due! to! presence! of! intrinsically! disordered! extensions!
and! its! high! isoelectric! point! (Jäkel! et! al.,! 2002).! For! these! reasons,! some! rAproteins!
interact!specifically!to!dedicated!chaperones!to!prevent!their!aggregation!(Pillet!et!al.,!
2017).!Interestingly,!eukaryotic!eS31!contains!a!highly!basic!long!NAterminal!extension,!
so! it! is! putative! prone! to! aggregate! (FernándezAPevida! et! al.,! 2016).! Despite! eS31! is!








the! proper! folding! of! these! rAproteins.! Thus,! an! additional! strategy! such! as! fusing!
ubiquitin! to! eS31! and! eL40! could! help! these! rAproteins! to! acquire! its! correct!
conformation.!
!





no!evidence!of! a! naturally! occurring!nonAcleaved! form!of! ubiquitin! fused! to! eS31!or!
eL40!as!constituent!of!mature!ribosomes!(Catic!et!al.,!2007),!thus!proteolytic!cleavage!








60S! and! 40S! rAsubunits?! Once! the! ubiquitin! is! cleaved,! it! remains! nonAcovalently!
attached!to!eL40!and!eS31?!Could!be!Ubi1/2!the!source!of!ubiquitin!for!the!cytoplasm!








40S! rAsubunit.! To! this! end,! we! have! generated! and! analysed!mutants! lacking! the! rA








Herewith,!we! have! analysed! the! consequences! for! ribosome! biogenesis! of! the!
deletion!of!RPS12!and!UBI3#genes,!which!codes! for!the!quasiAessential!proteins!eS12!
and! eS31,! respectively.! Interestingly,! deletion! of! any! of! these! genes! results! in! very!
similar!severe!defects!in!ribosome!biogenesis:!a!strong!deficit!in!40S!rAsubunit!and!an!




and! eS31! in! ribosome! biogenesis! is! also! inferred! by! the! evidence! that! a! genetic!
interaction!between!the!absence!of!either!eS12!or!eS31!and!that!the!ribosomal!transA






aspects! that! remain! undiscovered! yet! regarding! the! role! of! these! proteins.! For!
example,! further! experiments! are! required! to! understand! when! and! how! eS12! is!
assembled! into!preAribosomal! particles,! to!determine!whether! the! assembly!of! eS12!




relevant!contribution! to!our!knowledge!about! the! function!of! rAproteins! in! ribosome!
assembly.! As!we!mentioned! above,! ribosomopathies! are! linked! to! ribosome! defects!
caused! by! mutations! in! rAprotein! genes,! so! understanding! the! exact! functions! of! rA
proteins!during!ribosome!assembly! is!a!very!pertinent! issue.!Moreover,!one!of! these!
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pathologies,! the! DiamondABlackfan! anemia,! has! been! linked! with! mutations! in! rA
proteins! especially! of! the! small! rAsubunit! (Narla! and! Ebert,! 2010).! Interestingly,!
mutations!in!human!eS31!and!eS10,!neighbours!to!eS12,!seem!to!be!related!with!the!














1. The!NAterminal!ubiquitin!moiety! fused! to! rAprotein!eS31!and!eL40! is! required!
for!the!efficient!production!of!eS31!and!eL40,!respectively.!
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